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Abst‾act  
This   thesis   has   explored   how   to   create   a   board   game   rulebook,   for   the  
board   game   Curators,   in   order   to   facilitate   learning   the   rules   as   well   as  
reminding   players   of   the   rules.   This   was   done   via   research   through  
design.   

The   design   of   a   rulebook   incorporates   many   parts   of   design   theory,   from  
layout   and   typography   to   the   use   of   color,   gestalt   principles,   and   images.  
All   these   were   combined   with   knowledge   about   how   existing   rulebooks  
convey   rules   and   the   way   board   gamers   use   rulebooks,   gained   through  
the   pre-study,   in   order   to   create   a   rulebook   for   the   coming   board   game  
Curators.  

The   analysis   of   this   study   shows   that   the   resulting   rulebook   was  
successful   in   both   teaching   the   game   and   helping   players   look   up   rules,  
though   improvements   could   still   be   made   to   make   it   better.   It   was  
concluded   that   the   use   of   many   iterations   of   designing   and   testing   is   ideal  
for   creating   a   rulebook   with   as   few   issues   as   possible.  
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く.   I[t‾oductio[  
Board   games,   tabletop   games,   analog   games:   no   matter   what   you   choose  
to   call   it,   the   board   gaming   hobby   is   increasing   rapidly   and   more   games  
are   released   every   day   via   platforms   like   Kickstarter   and   IndieGoGo.   

When   learning   a   new   board   game,   it   is   done   almost   exclusively   by  
reading   the   rulebook,   more   o┘en   than   not   without   being   able   to   ask  
about   things   that   might   be   unclear.   Because   of   this,   it   is   really   important  
for   rulebooks   to   make   the   rules   easy   to   grasp.   But   unfortunately,  
rulebooks   are   instead   o┘en   boring,   overly   complicated   and   lengthy.  

This   fall,   a   new   board   game   called   Curators,   centered   around   creating   the  
best   museum,   is   being   released   on   Kickstarter.   The   game   is   moderately  
complex   and   is   targeting   a   broad   audience;   from   people   that   might   not  
be   accustomed   board   gamers   to   those   that   are.   This   makes   it   even   more  
important   to   have   a   rulebook   that   makes   it   easy   to   learn   the   rules.  

く.く   Resea‾ch   Questio[  
How   do   you   create   a   rulebook   for   the   game   Curators   that   eｽectively  
conveys   the   rules   to   new   players?  

- How   do   you   also   incorporate   ways   to   easily   refresh   your   memory  
or   check   up   on   rules   during   the   game?  

く.け   Rest‾ictio[s  
Due   to   time   constraints,   this   thesis   will   not   focus   on   formulating   the   rules  
in   a   clear   manner.   Instead,   the   focus   is   the   visual   display   of   the   rules   in  
terms   of   layout,   typography   and   imagery.   Formulating   clear   rules   is   le┘  
to   the   game’s   publishers.   

Another   restriction   was   set   by   the   publishers:   the   rulebook   must   ｾt   in  
their   chosen   game   box   size   of   txxtx   cm.   Due   to   this,   it   was   decided   to  
make   the   rulebook   twxtw   cm.  
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け.   F‾aZe   of   ‾efe‾e[ce  
For   the   frame   of   reference,   existing   theories   relevant   for   the   thesis   was  
compiled.   First,   theories   regarding   layout   are   presented,   followed   by  
theories   about   typography.   Then   color   theory   is   brieｿy   described.   A┘er  
that,   theories   connecting   design   and   psychology   are   mentioned.   Further,  
the   theory   of   gestalt   principles   is   described,   followed   by   theories   about  
learning   through   images.   The   frame   of   reference   is   ｾnished   with   a   theory  
about   rulebook   design.  

け.く   Laﾋout  
In   order   to   create   a   good   layout,   some   layout   principles   should   be  
followed   ｦChung   &   Hansson,   trsxｧ.   The   most   important   layout   principles  
are   grids   and   hierarchies.   Both   principles   help   keep   consistency  
throughout   a   publication   if   properly   used.   It   is   equally   important   with   a  
consistent   use   of   the   same   grid   as   it   is   to   keep   the   hierarchies   the   same  
throughout   the   publication.  

Layout   is   important   in   rulebooks,   especially   if   the   rulebook   is   quite   long,  
because   the   information   inside   needs   to   be   easy   to   take   in,   look   through  
and   scan.  

け.く.く   G‾ids  
A   grid   is   an   invisible   guide   for   where   to   place   elements   on   a   page   in  
relation   to   one   another   ｦLupton   &   Philips,   trsw;   Zappaterra,   trrzｧ.   Grids  
are   made   up   of   vertical   and   horizontal   lines   ｦLupton   &   Philips,   trswｧ  
creating   rows   and   columns   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   A   grid   can   be   as   simple   as   just  
an   outer   frame   for   the   content   or   have   countless   rows   and   columns.  
Consistency   in   margins   and   columns   helps   structure   the   document,  
visually   connecting   separate   pages,   and   it   streamlines   the   layout   process  
ｦLupton   &   Philips,   trswｧ.  

A   well   made   grid   does   not   have   to   be   followed   strictly   all   the   time  
ｦLupton,   trsr;   Zappaterra,   trrzｧ,   though   if   used   correctly,   it   should  
minimize   randomness   in   placement   ｦLupton   &   Philips,   trswｧ.   Sizes   and  
placements   within   the   grids   can   be   varied.   Elements   can   be   larger   than  
the   columns   or   rows,   as   long   as   they   take   up   whole   rows   and   columns  
ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.  

け.く.け   qie‾a‾chﾋ  
Hierarchy   is   used   to   show   what   is   superordinate   and   what   is   subordinate  
in   a   layout   ｦLupton   &   Philips,   trswｧ.   Hierarchy   could   be   applied   to   most  
graphic   elements,   but   it   is   mostly   used   to   diｽerentiate   text.   Headlines   are,  

9  



for   example,   superordinate   to   the   body   text   and   this   should   be  
emphasized   through   hierarchy.   If   headlines   are   not   separated   visually  
from   the   text   body,   they   may   actually   confuse   the   reader   more   ｦMorrow,  
Leirer,   Andrassy,   Hier   &   Menard,   s99{ｧ.  

A   hierarchy   helps   create   a   structure   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ   by   separating  
information   into   sections,   labeling   the   sections   and   making   sure   more  
important   sections   are   more   visible   than   less   important   ones   ｦ Johnson,  
trsrｧ.   Used   correctly,   hierarchy   makes   it   easier   for   the   reader   to   focus   on  
what’s   important.   Well-used   hierarchy   also   makes   it   easier   to   navigate   the  
page   and   scan   for   speciｾc   information   ｦ Johnson,   trsr;   Lupton   &   Philips,  
trswｧ.  

Ways   to   create   a   visual   hierarchy   include   size,   color,   placement   and   style  
ｦLupton,   trsr;   Lupton   &   Philips,   trswｧ.   Each   hierarchical   level   should   be  
diｽerentiated   from   the   others   in   one   or   more   ways,   but   not   in   more   than  
three   ways   at   once   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   The   hierarchical   levels   should   be   used  
consistently   throughout   the   publication.  

け.く.こ   St‾uctu‾e  
Another   important   part   of   layout   is   structure.   Here,   structure   is   described  
as   ways   of   organizing   information   -   for   example   lists   and   tables.   Also,   a  
visual   structure   can   make   ｾnding   what   you   are   looking   for   more   eﾀcient  
ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ.   This   is   largely   due   to   the   ability   of   structures   to   make   it  
possible   to   avoid   repetitions   that   would   otherwise   overshadow   the  
important   information.  

Information   shown   in   list   format   has   been   proven   to   be   easier   to  
understand   than   the   same   information   in   paragraphs   ｦMorrow    et   al .,  
s99{ｧ.   The   diｽerence   is   even   greater   if   conclusions   have   to   be   drawn  
from   the   information.   Lists   also   help   convey   order,   and   if   paired   with  
eｽective   headlines,   the   grouping   is   emphasized.  

け.け   Tﾋpog‾aphﾋ  
Language   comes   natural   to   humans   but   the   same   can   not   be   said   for  
reading   ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ.   Due   to   this,   the   reading   experience   has   to   be  
made   as   easy   as   possible   using   typefaces,   font   sizing   and   background  
contrast.   It   is   also   a   good   idea   to   minimize   the   amount   of   text   when  
possible   ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ,   or   at   least   streamline   the   used   text   ｦSzabo,  
trs{ｧ.  
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Since   most   of   the   information   in   board   game   rulebooks   is   typically  
conveyed   in   text   form,   the   typography   is   of   vital   importance   when  
designing   them.  

け.け.く   Fo[t   sizes  
Diｽerent   font   sizes   can,   and   should,   be   used   to   create   contrasts   and  
hierarchies   in   a   layout   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   However,   diｽerent   font   sizes  
should   not   be   mixed   in   the   same   block   of   text,   as   it   might   make   the  
design   seem   messy   ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.  

In   order   to   understand   how   font   sizes   work   a   couple   of   terms   have   to   be  
clariｾed:  

H-height    -   The   height   of   an   uppercase   H   ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.   
x-height    -   The   height   of   a   lowercase   x   ｦKoblanck,   s99z;   Lupton,   trsrｧ.  
Ascender    -   The   part   of   a   lowercase   letter   above   the   x-height   ｦKoblanck,  
s99zｧ.  
Descender    -   The   part   of   a   letter   going   below   the   baseline   ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.  

Diｽerent   typefaces   in   the   same   font   size   sometimes   look   like   they   are,   in  
fact,   not   the   same   size   ｦFelici,   trru;   Koblanck,   s99z;   Lupton,   trsrｧ.   This  
is   due   to   the   fact   that   the   font   size   is   based   on   the   measurement   between  
the   highest   ascender   and   the   lowest   descender   of   each   typeface  
ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.   How   big   the   typeface   is   perceived   and   its   readability   is,  
however,   mainly   based   on   the   x-height   ｦCamnerin   &   Emilsson,   trsw;  
Felici,   trru;   Koblanck,   s99z;   Lupton,   trsrｧ.   An   x-height   that   is   larger  
relative   to   the   ascenders   and   descenders,   is   thereby   perceived   as   bigger  
than   another   typeface   in   the   same   font   size   ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ,   and   is   also  
readable   in   smaller   font   sizes   ｦFelici,   trru;   Lupton,   trsrｧ.   A   typeface  
with   relatively   larger   x-height   is   also   more   readable   because   it   gives   the  
letters   more   easily   recognizable   shapes   ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.   Put   together,  
this   means   that   it   is   impossible   to   settle   on   one   optimal   font   size   across  
all   typefaces   ｦCamnerin   &   Emilsson,   trswｧ.   Instead,   one   must   use   one's  
own   judgement   when   deciding   on   font   sizes.  

Font   sizes   are   closely   tied   to   line   spacing,   with   he   basic   rule   being   that  
line   spacing   should   be   about   str%   of   the   font   size   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.  
However,   bigger   font   sizes   can   o┘en   make   due   with   a   relatively   smaller  
line   spacing   ｦFelici,   trru;   Lupton,   trsrｧ.   

け.け.け   Tﾋpefaces  
Readability   should   always   be   the   number   one   priority   when   choosing   a  
typeface   ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.   Some   typefaces   have   a   visible   style   that   makes  
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the   letters   hard   to   interpret,   which   hinders   readability   ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ.  
This   is,   of   course,   the   last   thing   you   should   want   ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.  

The   most   common   way   to   categorize   typefaces   is   by   dividing   them   into  
serifs   and   sans   serifs   ｦFelici,   trruｧ.   Serifs   are   typefaces   with  
embellishments   on   the   ends   of   the   letter   lines,   while   sans   serifs   are  
without   such   embellishments.   Previously,   it   was   believed   that   there   was   a  
diｽerence   in   readability   between   serifs   and   sans   serifs   ｦCamnerin   &  
Emilsson,   trswｧ.   Now,   however,   the   diｽerence   is   mostly   in   very   small   font  
sizes,   where   serifs   work   better.   This   means   that,   for   readability   reasons,   it  
rarely   matters   if   you   chose   a   serif   or   sans   serif   font.   However,   choosing   a  
serif   or   a   sans   serif   can   aｽect   the   feeling   of   the   publication.   Serifs   have   a  
formal   feeling,   while   sans   serifs   have   a   more   relaxed   feeling.   There   are  
typefaces   that   work   better   for   certain   parts   of   the   layout   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.  
Typefaces   used   for   body   text   should   be   robust   as   to   not   disappear   when  
set   in   small   sizes.   Typefaces   for   headlines,   however,   can   be   thinner,   on  
account   of   them   being   shown   in   bigger   sizes.  

Typefaces   are   organized   in   families   with   a   range   of   diｽerent   versions  
ｦKoblanck,   s99z;   Lupton,   trsrｧ.   Some   of   the   most   common   ones   ｦexcept  
for   regular   which   can   be   seen   as   the   base   typefaceｧ,   are   italic,   bold   and  
small   caps.   

Italic  
The   italic   version   of   a   typeface   is   made   to   mimic   cursives,   is   o┘en  
slanted   and   used   for   emphasis   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   It   can   also   be   used   to  
show   that   something   is   of   a   diｽerent   nature   than   the   rest   of   the   text,  
such   as   citations.   In   rulebooks,   italics   could   be   used   for   thematic   text  
separate   from   the   rules,   or   for   clarifying   examples.  

Bold  
The   bold   version   of   a   typeface   has   thicker   lines   than   the   regular  
typeface,   and   is   used   for   emphasis   as   well   as   for   creating   hierarchy  
ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.  

S ᴍᴀʟʟ   ᴄᴀᴘ s  
Small   caps   look   almost   the   same   as   uppercase   letters   but   have   a   height  
that   is   similar   to   that   of   lowercase   letters   ｦKoblanck,   s99z;   Lupton,  
trsrｧ.   Small   caps   are   useful   when   uppercase   letters   are   used   in   the  
middle   of   other   text,   in   order   to   help   them   blend   amongst   the  
lowercase   letters.   In   a   rulebook,   small   caps   could   be   used   to   clarify  
what   is   a   speciｾc   term   in   a   body   of   text,   without   disrupting   the   reading  
experience.  
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Using   diｽerent   versions   of   the   same   typeface   makes   it   possible   to   create  
an   interesting   design   without   making   the   design   look   messy,   which   is   a  
big   risk   when   mixing   diｽerent   typefaces   in   the   same   text   ｦKoblanck,  
s99zｧ.   Mixing   typefaces   can,   however,   create   an   interesting   look   if   done  
right   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   If   a   choice   is   made   to   mix   typefaces   in   one   body   of  
text,   it   is   critical   to   make   ensure   the   x-heights   are   the   same.   No   matter   if  
you   are   mixing   diｽerent   typefaces   or   diｽerent   versions   of   the   same  
typeface,   a   distinctive   diｽerence   is   desirable.   If   the   contrast   between  
them   is   too   low,   there   is   no   point   mixing   them.   In   such   a   case,   it   is   better  
to   stick   to   one   look.  

け.け.こ   Li[e   le[gth  
When   considering   line   length,   two   attributes   are   especially   important  
ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.   First,   if   the   line   length   is   too   long,   the   text   will   be   hard  
to   read   because   the   eye   has   to   travel   over   a   longer   space.   Second,   if   the  
line   length   is   too   short,   the   text   will   be   hard   to   read   because   it   will   lead   to  
hyphenations   and/or   weird   spacing.   The   range   of   what   is   considered   a  
suitable   line   length   varies   from   uw   to   xw   characters   per   line   ｦCamnerin   &  
Emilsson,   trsw;   Felici,   trru;   Koblanck,   s99z;   Zappaterra,   trrzｧ.   In   the  
extremes,   the   lines   should   not   be   shorter   than   tz   characters   or   longer  
than   zr   characters   per   line.  

A   column   with   a   line   length   between   ww   and   xw   characters   per   line   is  
considered   a   wide   column   ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.   When   the   line   length   is  
between   uw   and   ww   characters   per   line,   it   is   instead   considered   a   narrow  
column.   A   wider   line   length   should   be   paired   with   a   greater   line   spacing  
ｦFelici,   trruｧ.   The   question   of   which   line   length   to   choose   is   based   on  
what   emotion   you   desire   to   evoke   ｦCamnerin   &   Emilsson,   trswｧ,   as   well  
as   other   factors   like   alignment   ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.   

け.け.さ   Alig[Ze[t  
Text   can   be   aligned   in   one   of   four   ways:   centered,   justiｾed,   ｿush   le┘   or  
ｿush   right   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.  

Centered  
Centered   text   is   equally   uneven   on   both   sides,   because   every   line   is  
centered   in   the   middle   of   the   text   frame   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   This   creates   a  
symmetrical   and   organic   shape.   A   block   of   centered   text   can   beneｾt  
from   line   breaks   in   strategic   places;   for   example,   when   placing   key  
phrases,   such   as   the   date   of   an   invitation,   on   seperate   lines.  
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Justified  
Justiｾed   text   is   ｿush   on   both   the   le┘   and   right   sides   ｦKoblanck,   s99z;  
Lupton,   trsrｧ.   This   creates   a   compact   block   of   text   with   a   clean  
looking   form   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   When   using   justiｾed   alignment   it   is  
important   to   make   sure   the   line   length   is   long   enough   ｦKoblanck,   s99z;  
Lupton,   trsrｧ.   A   line   length   that   is   too   short   in   combination   with  
justiｾed   text,   might   create   distracting   gaps   in   the   lines   of   text,   which  
can   result   in   a   lowered   readability.   The   gaps   become   especially  
distracting   when   they   create   distinct   forms,   o┘en   rivers   that   run  
through   the   text,   when   the   gaps   line   up   ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.   The   best   way  
to   combat   this   is   to   only   use   justiｾed   text   in   wide   columns.  

Flush   le┗  
Flush   le┘   text   is   ｿush   on   the   le┘   side   and   uneven   on   the   right  
ｦKoblanck,   s99z;   Lupton,   trsrｧ.   A   ｿush   le┘   alignment   should   be   used  
in   narrow   columns   as   well   as   in   texts   with   many   long   words   in   order   to  
avoid   hyphenations   as   much   as   possible   ｦKoblanck,   s99zｧ.   However,  
even   a   ｿush   le┘   text   can   look   strange   if   the   ragged   right   edge   is   too  
uneven   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   It   can   also   become   a   problem   if   the   edge  
becomes   too   even,   or   of   it   takes   the   form   of   regular   shapes.  

Flush   right  
Flush   right   text   is   unusual   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   This   is   probably   because,   in  
addition   to   suｽering   from   the   problems   of   the   ｿush   right   alignment,  
the   ragged   edge   is   in   the   beginning   of   the   lines,   making   it   hard   to   ｾnd  
the   starting   point   of   the   next   line   while   reading.   Since   punctuation  
might   also   align   with   the   right   edge,   the   ｿush   edge   might   not   look   so  
ｿush   anyway.   Importantly,   this   type   of   alignment   is   not   recommended  
for   long   bodies   of   text.  

け.け.し   8ackg‾ou[d   co[t‾ast  
In   order   to   maintain   high   readability,   the   contrast   between   text   and  
background   should   be   kept   high   ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ.   This   can   be   ensured   by  
choosing   background   and   text   colors   with   high   contrasts   to   each   other.  
However,   it   is   not   purely   about   contrast   ｦCamnerin   &   Emilsson,   trswｧ.   It  
has   been   shown   that   white   text   on   a   black   background   is   sr,w%   less  
readable   than   black   text   on   a   white   background.   The   readability   is   also  
severely   lowered   if   text   is   placed   on   a   noisy   background,   such   as   patterns  
ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ.  
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け.け.す   NuZe‾als  
Numbers,   just   like   letters,   appear   diｽerent   in   diｽerent   typefaces.   There  
are   actually   two   types   of   numbers   but   most   typefaces   only   employ   one   of  
them   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   The   diｽerent   types   are   uppercase,   or   lining,  
numerals   and   lowercase,   or   non-lining,   numerals   ｦKoblanck,   s99z;  
Lupton,   trsrｧ.  

Uppercase,   lining   numerals  
Uppercase   numerals   have   the   same   height   as   uppercase   letters  
ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   They   also   have   a   uniform   width   that   make   them  
optimal   for   use   in   tables   ｦKoblanck,   s99z;   Lupton,   trsrｧ.   In   a   body   of  
text,   uppercase   numerals   tend   to   stand   out   from   the   surrounding  
lowercase   letters,   which   interferes   with   the   readability   of   the   text.  

Lowercase,   non-lining   numerals  
Lowercase   numerals   are   designed   with   the   main   body   within   the  
x-height,   some   with   ascenders   or   descenders,   just   like   lowercase   letters  
ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.   This   makes   them   optimal   for   use   in   bodies   of   text,   as  
they   blend   nicely   with   the   lowercase   letters   ｦKoblanck,   s99z;   Lupton,  
trsrｧ.   Using   lowercase   letters   in   tables   is   not   advisable,   as   they   do   not  
have   a   uniform   width,   which   will   make   it   harder   to   get   an   overview   of  
the   numbers   ｦLupton,   trsrｧ.  

け.け.せ   qighlighti[g  
Highlighting   is   a   way   to   create   contrast   between   elements   and   draw  
attention   to   the   highlighted   parts   ｦLidwell,   Holden   &   Butler,   trsrｧ.   The  
most   general   ways   to   highlight   text   is   with   italics   or   bold.   Bold   formatting  
draws   more   attention   than   italics,   but   it   also   stands   out   more   from   the  
rest   of   the   text,   which   might   disrupt   reading.   Uppercase   letters   can   be  
used   to   make   keywords   or   key   phrases   easier   to   ｾnd   in   a   body   of   text.  
When   using   highlighting   one   must   take   care   not   to   overdo   it.   If   more  
than   sr%   of   the   text   is   highlighted,   the   eｽect   is   lessened.   The   highlighting  
should   also   always   be   used   in   a   consequent   manner,   meaning   that   the  
highlighting   is   made   in   the   same   way   throughout   the   publication   ｦLidwell  
et   al.,    trsrｧ.  

け.こ   9olo‾  
Color   is   an   important   tool   for   a   designer   creating   a   publication.   The  
element   of   color   can   be   used   to   grab   attention   ｦLidwell    et   al.,     trsr;  
Lupton   &   Philips,   trswｧ,   group   elements   and   convey   meaning   ｦLidwell    et  
al.,    trsrｧ.   It   is   advisable   to   restrict   the   use   of   colors   in   any   given   project  
ｦLidwell    et   al.,    trsr;   Lupton   &   Philips,   trswｧ.   The   maximum   number   of  
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colors   the   eye   can   take   in   and   process   at   a   glance   is   about   w,   so   more   than  
w   colors   should   not   be   used   ｦLidwell    et   al.,    trsrｧ.  

When   speaking   of   color,   hue   is   usually   what   is   in   focus,   but   there   are  
other   ways   to   vary   the   look   of   color   than   changing   the   hue   ｦLupton   &  
Philips,   trswｧ.   Both   saturation   and   brightness   can   be   used   to   create  
contrasting   colors   without   changing   the   hue   ｦ Johnson,   trsr;   Lupton   &  
Philips,   trswｧ.   High   saturation   can   be   used   on   elements   for   a   greater  
attention-grabbing   eｽect,   however,   several   colors   with   high   saturation  
should   not   be   paired   together   as   this   might   tire   the   eyes   ｦLidwell    et   al.,  
trsrｧ.   

One   should   not   solely   rely   on   color   to   convey   information   ｦ Johnson,  
trsr;   Lidwell    et   al.,    trsrｧ,   mostly   because   there   are   people   with   color  
blindness   ｦLidwell    et   al.,    trsrｧ.   Moreover,   colors   cannot   always   be   easily  
distinguishable   from   each   other   ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ.  

け.さ   Desig[   a[d   psﾋchologﾋ  
Design   and   psychology   are   tightly   related,   especially   when   the   design   is  
implemented   to   change   something   in   the   users   mind,   like   teaching   the  
rules   to   a   board   game.  

け.さ.く   Eﾊpectatio[s  
Depending   on   what   we   expect   to   see,   we   can   see   diｽerent   things,   as   long  
as   what   we   look   at   is   ambiguous   ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ.   The   same   applies   to   the  
meaning   of   text.   Therefore,   it   may   be   advisable   to   ensure   that   those   you  
convey   information   to   have   the   right   expectations   beforehand.   In  
rulebook   design,   this   could   mean   conveying   the   goal   of   the   game   early   to  
avoid   the   rules   being   interpreted   incorrectly.  

け.さ.け   Lea‾[i[g   th‾ough   eﾊpe‾ie[ce  
It   is   easier   for   us   to   learn   from   experiences   than   from   just   being   told  
something   ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ.   Although   we   can   learn   from   others'  
experiences,   the   absolutely   easiest   way   to   learn   is   to   learn   from   our   own  
experiences.   Therefore,   it   may   be   a   good   idea   to   design   rulebooks   so   the  
players   can   learn   while   they   are   playing.  

け.さ.こ   Wo‾ki[g   ZeZo‾ﾋ  
Our   working   memory   is   limited   to   keeping   about   four   non-linked   items  
active   at   the   same   time   ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ.   This   means   that   we   easily   forget  
details   if   we   try   to   keep   too   much   active   information   in   our   head.   If,   for  
example,   one   has   a   goal   they   are   working   towards,   but   become   aware   of  
other   things   that   need   to   be   done   along   the   way,   the   ｾnal   goal   can   be  
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forgotten.   Similarly,   when   designing   rulebooks,   it   is   therefore   good   to  
remind   players   of   the   game's   goal,   directly   or   indirectly,   throughout   the  
rulebook.   If   the   actions   to   be   performed   are   described   for   example,   it   can  
also   be   mentioned   how   this   helps   the   player   win.  

One   way   of   lessening   the   load   for   the   working   memory   is   to   make   sure  
the   information   does   not   have   to   be   held   in   it   for   too   long   ｦNordman,  
trsuｧ.   This   can   be   done   by   transforming   the   information   into   a   physical  
representation,   for   example   writing   it   down   or   using   it   immediately.   In   a  
rulebook,   this   could   mean   that,   when   reading   the   setup   part   of   the   game,  
one   applies   each   step   to   the   actual   setup   of   the   game   before   reading   the  
next   one.   In   accordance   to   this,   the   designer   should   make   sure   this   is  
possible,   by   presenting   the   information   in   the   right   order   and   making   it  
easy   to   keep   track   of   how   far   one   has   gotten   in   the   instructions.  

け.し   G‾oupi[g   a[d   the   Gestalt   p‾i[ciples  
Because   of   our   limited   working   memory,   it   is   important   to   present  
information   in   a   way   that   makes   it   easy   to   process   ｦLidwell    et   al.,    trsrｧ.  
One   way   of   doing   this   is   to   connect   diｽerent   elements   in   such   a   way   that  
they   are   perceived   as   a   group   rather   than   as   separate   objects.   This   makes  
them   easier   to   remember,   because   a   group   requires   the   same   amount   of  
working   memory   as   each   separate   object   would   if   they   were   not   grouped.  

Since   our   brains   are   wired   to   look   for   structure   in   everything   around   us,  
it   is   rather   easy   for   designers   to   use   this   to   their   advantage   when   trying   to  
group   elements   in   the   viewer’s   mind   ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ.   Our   tendency   to  
group   objects   is   made   clear   in   the   gestalt   principles,   which   are   based   on  
the   ｾeld   of   psychology   called   gestalt   psychology   ｦRock   &   Palmer,   s99rｧ.  
The   most   important   gestalt   principles   that   help   with   grouping   are   the  
principle   of   proximity   and   the   principle   of   similarity   ｦO’Connor,   trswｧ.   

Principle   of   proximity  
The   principle   of   proximity   have   taught   us   that   viewers   see   elements  
placed   close   to   each   other   as   being   part   of   the   same   group   ｦ Johnson,  
trsr;   Lidwell    et   al.,    trsr;   Lupton   &   Philips,   trsw;   Rock   &   Palmer,  
s99rｧ.   Elements   placed   close   to   each   other   that   touch   or   overlap   are  
also   seen   as   sharing   characteristics,   while   elements   placed   close,   but  
not   touching,   are   only   seen   as   related   ｦLidwell    et   al.,    trsrｧ.   The  
principle   of   proximity   can   be   used   instead   of   adding   other   visual   cues,  
such   as   frames   around   grouped   elements,   that   might   take   away   from   a  
clean   design   and   make   it   messy   ｦ Johnson,   trsrｧ.   This   principle   needs  
to   be   taken   into   account   not   just   when   trying   to   group   elements,   but  
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also   when   elements   are   not   supposed   to   be   grouped,   as   a   faulty  
placement   may   make   them   seem   grouped   anyway.  

Principle   of   similarity  
The   principle   of   similarity   tells   us   that   viewers   see   elements   as  
grouped   if   they   are   visually   similar   to   each   other   ｦ Johnson,   trsr;  
Lidwell    et   al.,    trsr;   Lupton   &   Philips,   trsw;   Rock   &   Palmer,   s99rｧ.  
Similarity   can   be   created   by   the   use   of   color,   size   and   shape   ｦLidwell    et  
al.,    trsrｧ.   Similarities   in   color   are   the   strongest   type,   and   it   is   stronger  
when   fewer   colors   are   used   in   the   rest   of   the   design.   When   using   size   to  
create   similarity   it   is   important   that   there   is   a   big   diｽerence   in   size   to  
other   elements.   Similarity   in   shape   is   the   weakest   type   of   similarity.  

The   principle   of   similarity   tends   to   override   the   principle   of   proximity,  
meaning   similar   elements   are   still   seen   as   grouped   even   if   other,  
unsimilar,   elements   are   placed   closer   ｦO’Connor,   trswｧ.   This   could   be  
utilized   to   strengthen   the   grouping   by   having   elements   placed   close  
together   that   have   the   same   color,   thereby   using   two   gestalt   principles   at  
the   same   time.  

Some   new   gestalt   principles   have   been   discovered,   though   they   are   not   as  
widely   referred   to   ｦRock   &   Palmer,   s99rｧ.   The   principle   of   common  
region   tell   us   that   elements   placed   within   a   frame   are   seen   as   grouped.  
The   principle   of   connectedness   informs   us   that   elements   are   seen   as  
grouped   if   physically   connected   to   each   other.  

け.す   Lea‾[i[g   th‾ough   iZages  
If   they   are   well   planned,   images   can   help   the   user   learn   from   a   text   for   a  
number   of   diｽerent   reasons   ｦCarney   &   Levin,   trrtｧ.   Images   increase  
motivation   and   focus   attention   on   the   information.   They   also   make   the  
content   of   the   text   clearer   and   decrease   barriers   for   understanding   and  
learning.   Lastly,   images   serve   as   scaｽolding   for   processing   information  
by   providing   mental   models,   resulting   in   a   deeper   processing   and  
understanding   of   the   information.   Even   if   someone   is   reading   a   text  
aloud,   images   improve   learning   for   the   listener.  

In   order   for   images   to   improve   learning,   they   must   mirror   the   text  
content   ｦCarney   &   Levin,   trrtｧ.   More   importantly,   the   images   must  
convey   the   same   meaning   as   the   text.   If   the   meaning   of   the   text   and   the  
meaning   of   the   images   do   not   match,   the   images   instead   hinders  
learning.   Images   should,   however,   be   used   as   a   complement   to   the   text,  
not   just   show   exactly   the   same   thing   that   the   text   is   already   telling.  
Having   the   text   and   images   show   exactly   the   same   thing   can   actually  
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make   the   user   only   use   one   of   them,   and   therefore   deｾnitely   not   get   any  
learning   advantages   from   the   added   images   ｦSznabo,   trs{ｧ.   

It   is   important   to   use   the   right   type   of   image   for   the   right   occasion  
ｦCarney   &   Levin,   trrtｧ.   There   are   ｾve   diｽerent   types   of   images   that   are  
used   in   relation   to   text:   decorational,   representational,   organizational,  
interpretational   and   transformational.   Decorational   images   have   no   other  
function   than   to   decorate   the   page   and   does   not   impact   learning.  
Therefore   the   four   other   types   are   more   important.  

Representational   images  
Representational   images   are   portrayals   of   what   is   described   in   the   text  
ｦCarney   &   Levin,   trrtｧ,   which   moderately   improve   learning   and   are  
best   used   to   make   the   text   more   concrete.  

Organizational   images  
Organizational   images   are   structural   aids   when   showing   concepts   that  
are   hard   to   convey   through   text   ｦCarney   &   Levin,   trrtｧ.  
Organizational   images   improve   learning   a   little   more   than  
representational   images,   and   are   used   to   make   the   text   more   coherent.  

Interpretational   images  
Interpretational   images   use   similes   and   metaphors   to   explain  
complicated   concepts   in   the   text   ｦCarney   &   Levin,   trrtｧ.   They  
improve   learning   a   little   more   than   organizational   images   and   should  
be   used   to   make   complicated   texts   more   understandable.  

Transformational   images  
Transformational   images   are   images   especially   designed   to   help   the  
user   remember   the   text   by   making   it   codeable   ｦCarney   &   Levin,   trrtｧ.  
They   are   almost   twice   as   eｽective   at   improving   learning   than  
interpretational   images   and   are   used   speciｾcally   to   make   the   text   easier  
to   remember.  

The   more   complicated   the   text   is,   the   greater   the   eｽectiveness   of   images  
are   in   improving   learning   ｦCarney   &   Levin,   trrtｧ.   This   is   especially   true  
for   interpretational   images.   However,   for   the   learning   improvement   to   be  
maximized,   it   is   important   to   clarify   what   parts   of   the   text   the   images  
relate   to   ｦSznabo,   trs{ｧ.  
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け.す.く   Ico[s  
Just   like   other   images,   icons   can   be   used   to   facilitate   understanding   of   a  
text   ｦLidwell    et   al.,    trsrｧ.   There   are   four   types   of   icons:   similar,   example,  
symbolic   and   arbitrary   icons.  

Similar   icons  
Similar   icons   visually   resemble   what   they   represent   ｦLidwell    et   al.,  
trsrｧ.   They   are   good   for   conveying   things   that   are   not   too   complicated  
and   can   easily   be   shown   visually,   such   as   having   a   dog   represented   by  
an   icon   of   a   dog.   

Example   icons  
Example   icons   use   images   of   things   related   to   what   they   are  
representing,   for   example   an   airplane   for   an   airport   ｦLidwell    et   al.,  
trsrｧ.  

Symbolic   icons  
Symbolic   icons   are   used   to   represent   concepts   in   an   abstract   way  
ｦLidwell    et   al.,    trsrｧ.   A   padlock   can,   for   example,   represent   locking  
something   even   if   a   physical   padlock   is   not   involved   in   the   process.  

Arbitrary   icons  
Arbitrary   icons   use   images   that   have   little   or   nothing   to   do   with   the  
concept   that   is   being   represented   ｦLidwell    et   al.,    trsrｧ.   These   icons  
have   to   be   learned   for   them   to   help.   Due   to   this,   arbitrary   icons   should  
only   be   utilized   if   they   are   used   for   a   long   period   of   time.  

け.せ   Rulebook   desig[   fo‾   boa‾d   gaZes  
When   designing   a   rulebook   for   a   board   game,   it   is   important   to   consider  
what   the   purpose   of   a   rulebook   actually   is.   The   purpose   of   a   rulebook   can  
be   separated   into   two   goals:   To   teach   the   game   to   new   players   and   to  
remind   previous   players   how   the   game   is   played   ｦHolcomb,   trszｧ.   The  
rulebook   can   also   serve   secondary   purposes,   such   as   conveying   theme.  
However,   no   secondary   purpose   should   be   served   at   the   expense   of   the  
primary   purposes   of   teaching   the   game   and   reminding   players   of   the  
rules.   It   is,   for   example,   positive   if   the   rules   convey   the   theme   of   the  
game,   but   too   much   theme   has   the   risk   of   burying   the   rules,   making  
them   harder   to   understand   and   learn.  

Every   rulebook   should   be   tailor-made   for   the   game   in   question   but   there  
are   some   elements   that   should   be   included   in   most   rulebooks   ｦHolcomb,  
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trszｧ.   Elements   needed   for   the   majority   of   rulebooks   are:   Non-rules,  
Objective,   Setup,   Rules/How   to   play   and   Victory/Game   end.  

Non-Rules  
In   this   section,   everything   that   is   not   actually   rules   but   still   need   to   be  
in   the   rulebook   is   included   ｦHolcomb,   trszｧ.   Elements   to   put   here  
could   include   a   component   list   as   well   as   the   initial   thematic  
storytelling.   Players   should   be   able   to   skip   this   section   and   still   be   able  
to   learn   the   rules,   meaning   nothing   critically   important   should   only   be  
mentioned   here.  

Objective  
Early   in   the   rulebook,   the   objective   of   the   game   should   be   presented  
clearly,   separately   from   other   rules   ｦHolcomb,   trszｧ.   This   is   necessary  
so   players   will   understand   the   goal   of   the   game   when   they   learn   the  
rules,   making   it   easier   for   them   to   understand   how   they   will   use   the  
rules   to   win.   When   stating   the   objective   of   the   game,   another   thing   to  
include   is   clariｾcation   of   how   the   game   oﾀcially   ends   -   as   this   will  
o┘en   impact   who   wins   and   what   strategy   to   use   in   order   to   win.   

Setup  
All   information   regarding   preparation   and   setup   before   starting   the  
game   should   be   presented   in   its   own   section   ｦHolcomb,   trszｧ.   If  
preparation   and   setup   do   not   require   the   players   to   make   any   choices,  
a   simple   list   of   what   to   do   for   game   preparation   and   setup   will   usually  
suﾀce.   Otherwise,   enough   information   about   the   game   for   the   players  
to   make   informed   decisions   needs   to   be   provided.  

Rules/How   to   play  
Rules   and   “how   to   play”   are   the   majority   of   any   game’s   rulebook;   the  
part   presenting   all   the   rules   and   how   to   play   the   game   ｦHolcomb,   trszｧ.  
Two   main   tips   for   structuring   this   section   are   to   sｧ   state   the   rules   in   the  
order   they   come   up   during   game   play   and   tｧ   separate   these   rules   into  
smaller   sections   with   clear   headlines.   Presenting   the   rules   in   the   order  
of   play   makes   it   easier   to   learn   the   game   while   playing,   while  
separating   them   into   clear   sections   makes   them   easier   to   grasp   and  
easier   to   look   up   during   play.  

Victory/Game   end  
This   section   should   not   present   any   new   rules   ｦHolcomb,   trszｧ.  
Instead,   it   should   be   seen   as   a   reminder   of   the   objective.   If   necessary,  
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the   calculations   necessary   to   identify   who   actually   won   should   be  
presented   here.  
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こ.   Method  
こ.く   App‾oach  
Since   the   research   questions   are   centered   around   the   design   of   a  
rulebook   for   the   board   game   Curators,   the   approach   was   one   of   research  
through   design.     This   means   that   design   is   used   to   drive   the   research  
forward   ｦStappers   &   Giaccardi,   trszｧ.   When   performing   research   through  
design,   new   knowledge   is   created   by   letting   a   design   progress   towards   a  
set   goal   through   several   iterations.   Other   that   this,   however,   there   is   no  
real   consensus   about   how   one   should   perform   research   through   design.  

For   evaluation,   mixed   methods,   meaning   both   quantitative   and  
qualitative   methods   ｦDenscombe,   trsrｧ,   were   used.   Quantitative  
methods,   in   the   form   of   surveys,   were   used   to   gain   a   wider   spread   and   a  
more   general   view   of   the   success   of   the   design.   Qualitative   methods,   such  
as   observations   and   interviews,   were   used   to   get   a   deeper   understanding  
of   the   strengths   and   weaknesses   of   the   design.  

こ.け   9o[ducti[g   the   p‾e-studﾋ  
こ.け.く   EﾊaZi[atio[   of   eﾊisti[g   ‾ulebooks  
Since   there   is   little   or   no   previous   research   about   what   works   and   what  
does   not   in   rulebook   design,   the   purpose   of   the   ｾrst   part   of   the   pre-study  
was   to   examine   what   concepts   are   commonly   used   to   convey   rules,   based  
on   a   sample   of   existing   rulebooks.   This   was   done   by   examining   a   number  
of   rulebooks,   speciｾcally   looking   for   themes   in   the   way   they   convey  
rules.   The   rulebooks   examined   were   mostly   those   available   online.   This  
decision   was   made   so   that   examples   could   be   shown   of   the   diｽerent  
solutions,   as   well   as   to   facilitate   the   examination.   

The   most   basic   way   of   conveying   rules,   which   is   in   one   way   or   another  
used   in   most   rulebooks,   is   by   simply   stating   them   in   text.   This   was  
considered   trivial   enough   not   to   merit   further   examination   in   the  
pre-study.   That   also   makes   it   a   good   basis   for   comparison   when  
examining   the   other   identiｾed   concepts   for   conveying   rules   in   existing  
rulebooks.  

こ.け.け   Su‾ﾄeﾋ   about   boa‾d   gaZe‾s   use   of   ‾ulebooks  
To   get   a   sense   of   the   behavioral   patterns   of   board   gamers   and   their   use   of  
rulebooks,   a   survey   ｦsee   Appendix   sｧ   was   conducted.   The   purpose   of   the  
survey   was   to   ｾnd   out   what   parts   are   most   important   to   focus   on   in   the  
creation   of   the   rulebook.   The   survey   had   mostly   closed-ended   questions  
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in   order   to   get   quantitative   answers   to   how   o┘en   the   participants   use  
rulebooks   for   various   reasons.   Closed-ended   questions   were   favored   in  
order   to   get   more   participants   to   complete   the   survey,   as   well   as   to   limit  
the   workload   during   the   compilation.   Some   open-ended   questions   were  
included   in   order   to   ｾgure   out   if   rulebooks   were   used   for   other   purposes  
not   mentioned   in   the   closed-ended   questions,   and   also   in   order   to   get  
some   other   information   that   might   help   with   the   design   process.   Along  
with   the   questions   about   rulebooks   there   were   questions   about   the  
participants   age,   gender   and   their   board   gaming   habits.   This   was   to  
ensure   that   the   answers   could   be   reliably   applied   to   the   rulebook   for  
Curators.   The   survey   was   distributed   in   various   groups   related   to   board  
games   and   board   game   design   on   multiple   social   media   platforms.   

こ.こ   Desig[   p‾ocess  
The   design   process   was   custom   made   to   ｾt   this   thesis’   purpose   of  
designing   a   board   game   rulebook.   The   process   started   with   organizing  
the   material   from   the   publishers   and   continued   with   a   dra┘   phase  
resulting   in   a   dra┘   that   was   tested   before   a   ｾnal   design   was   created   and  
tested   as   well.  

こ.こ.く   I[itial   o‾ga[izatio[   phase  
Before   any   designing   took   place,   the   text   material   provided   by   the   game  
publishers   was   read   thoroughly,   and   notes   were   made   about   how   to  
organize   it   in   the   rulebook,   as   well   as   how   to   display   it   graphically.   The  
material   was   organized   with   basis   in   the   frame   of   reference   ｦtｧ,   as   well   as  
the   results   of   the   initial   survey   ｦv.tｧ.   The   organization   was   made   in   order  
to   get   a   good   overview   of   the   material,   to   know   from   the   start   what  
should   go   where   in   the   rulebook,   and   to   streamline   the   rest   of   the   design  
process.  

こ.こ.け   D‾aft   phase  
A┘er   the   material   was   structured,   the   dra┘   phase   was   initiated.   The   rule  
text   as   well   as   images   of   the   prototype   components   were   combined   into   a  
complete   dra┘   of   the   rulebook.   This   complete   dra┘   was   made   in   order   to  
evaluate   the   structure   of   the   rulebook   before   the   ｾnal   design   decisions  
were   made.   Therefore,   the   dra┘   was   created   with   readability   and  
structure   as   the   greatest   focus.   Since   the   game   was   still   in   a   prototype  
stage   without   ｾnal   artwork   at   the   time   not   much   attention   was   paid   to   the  
visual   expression   of   the   rulebook.   When   the   dra┘   was   ｾnished   it   was  
evaluated   in   two   diｽerent   ways:   In   groups   that   learned   and   played   the  
game   ｦu.u.uｧ   and   through   a   survey   ｦu.u.vｧ.  
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こ.こ.こ     Eﾄaluatio[   th‾ough   lea‾[   &   plaﾋ  
In   order   to   test   the   rulebook   in   a   setting   as   close   as   possible   to   a   real   life  
situation,   and   because   no   matching   evaluation   processes   were   found,   it  
was   decided   that   the   design   was   to   be   tested   through   an   evaluation  
process   custom   designed   for   this   thesis.   This   evaluation   process   was   done  
by   letting   test   subjects   learn   and   play   the   game   for   which   the   rulebook  
was   designed,   using   only   the   rulebook   and   the   game   itself.   

The   tests   were   conducted   in   groups   that   through   only   the   rulebook   had  
to   learn   and   play   the   game,   without   prior   knowledge   or   help   from   the  
test   leader.   The   participants   were   given   the   rulebook,   along   with   a  
prototype   of   the   game,   and   were   told   to   learn   and   play   the   game   in   any  
way   they   saw   ｾt.   They   were   told   it   was   important   to   follow   the   rulebook,  
and   that   they   were   allowed   to   look   up   rules   during   the   game.   The   full  
conversational   script   can   be   found   in   Appendix   t.   In   most   tests,   the   script  
was   followed   completely,   with   each   person   reading   the   rulebook,   even  
though   this   might   not   be   the   way   most   people   learn.   The   tests   were  
conducted   this   way   in   order   to   get   as   many   eyes   as   possible   on   the  
rulebook.   To   get   a   more   realistic   situation   ｦexternal   validityｧ,   one   group  
was   instead   told   to   have   one   person   read   the   rulebook,   and   then   teach   the  
others.   During   the   tests,   the   test   leader   observed   and   took   notes   about  
how   the   rulebook   was   used,   and   noted   if   any   rules   were   missed,  
misunderstood,   or   if   other   mistakes   were   made,   making   this   part   of   the  
Learn   &   Play   test   an   observation   ｦDenscombe,   trsrｧ.   In   order   to   catch  
anything   important   throughout   the   sessions,   both   audio   and   video   was  
recorded   ｦwith   permission   from   the   participantsｧ.   A┘er   each   test,   a  
semi-structured   interview   was   conducted.   The   participants   were   asked   to  
give   feedback   on   the   rulebook   design.   The   feedback   questions   were  
deliberately   open-ended   and   broad,   as   open-ended   questions   allow   the  
participants   to   provide   in-depth   answers,   showing   their   thoughts   about  
the   rulebook.   This   level   of   detail   cannot   be   achieved   in   closed-ended  
questions.   The   tests   took   place   at   the   home   of   the   test   leader   or   one   of  
the   participants,   in   order   to   mimic   a   real   gaming   session   and   to   minimize  
outside   disturbances   ｦagain,   adding   to   external   validity   of   the  
methodologyｧ.   A   few   tests   were   conducted   in   a   local   board-gaming   locale,  
with   regular   visitors   as   participants.   This   was   considered   a   natural  
board-gaming   environment   for   the   participants.  

こ.こ.さ   Eﾄaluatio[   th‾ough   su‾ﾄeﾋ  
A   survey   ｦsee   Appendix   uｧ   was   created   in   order   to   get   feedback   on   the  
dra┘   from   a   wider   group.   In   the   beginning   of   the   survey,   a   link   to   the  
rulebook   was   included   so   the   participants   could   read   it   as   a   whole.   The  
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survey   then   continued   with   closed-ended   and   open-ended   questions  
about   what   they   thought   of   the   rule   conveyance   and   the   design.   An  
open-ended   question   about   any   suggested   improvements   was   also  
included.   The   survey   was   distributed   through   the   same   board   game  
related   groups   on   social   media   platforms   as   the   ｾrst   survey.   

こ.こ.し   Fi[al   desig[   phase  
A┘er   the   testing   of   the   dra┘   was   ｾnished,   what   parts   of   the   design   worked  
and   what   parts   did   not   were   identiｾed.   Therea┘er   the   ｾnal   design   phase  
began   with   a   redesign   of   the   rulebook,   using   the   results   from   the   tests   to  
guide   where   to   make   changes   and   where   to   keep   the   structure   of   the  
dra┘.   The   visual   expression   of   the   rulebook   was   also   updated   to   better  
reｿect   the   game.   A┘er   the   ｾnal   design   was   ｾnalized,   another   round   of  
tests   through   learn   and   play   ｦu.u.uｧ   was   conducted   to   evaluate   the   ｾnal  
design.  

こ.さ   A[alﾋsis   Zethod  
A┘er   the   testing   of   the   ｾnal   design   was   done,   the   test   results   were  
summarized   and   then   analyzed   together   with   the   test   results   from   the  
testing   of   the   dra┘.   The   analysis   consisted   of   comparisons   of   the   test  
results   of   the   dra┘   and   the   test   results   of   the   ｾnal   design,   followed   by   an  
analysis   of   what   these   diｽerences,   and   the   results   themselves,   mean   for  
the   design   of   the   rulebook,   and   the   design   of   rulebooks   in   general.  
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さ.   P‾e-studﾋ  
The   pre-study   was   done   in   two   parts.   The   ｾrst   part   of   the   pre-study  
served   to   look   at   existing   rulebooks,   to   see   how   they   convey   rules.   The  
second   part   of   the   pre-study   served   to   understand   how   board   gamer   use  
rulebooks,   to   ｾgure   out   which   parts   to   focus   on   in   the   rulebook.  

さ.く   The   co[ﾄeﾋa[ce   of   ‾ules   i[   eﾊisti[g   ‾ulebooks  
Below,   the   diｽerent   ways   of   conveying   rules   found   during   the   pre-study  
are   presented.   They   are   presented   together   with   examples   from  
rulebooks   and   an   analysis   of   their   eｽectiveness   is   made.  

さ.く.く   The   use   of   lists   i[   ‾ulebooks  
  Lists   are   frequently   used   in   rulebooks   for   various   reasons.   This   is   not  
surprising   considering   that   research   have   shown   that   information   is   more  
easily   understood   when   presented   in   list   format   ｦt.s.uｧ.   In   the   studied  
rulebooks,   lists   are   mostly   used   for   enumerations   or   step   by   step  
instructions   ｦFigure   sｧ.  

 
Figure   1.   Lists   in   rulebooks.   Top   le┗:   Photosynthesis   (Hach   &   Miramon,   2017).   Top   right:  
Island   of   El   Dorado   (Aronson,   2018).   Bottom   le┗:   Story   (Öhrvall,   2013).   Bottom   right:  
Bohnanza   (AMIGO   Spiel,   2000).  
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As   seen   in   Figure   s,   lists   can   be   used   in   a   number   of   diｽerent   parts   of   the  
rulebook.   Numbered   lists   are   used   to   convey   that   the   order   matters.   In  
the   component   list   of   Island   of   El   Dorado,   many   list   items   are   paired  
with   images   to   more   easily   convey   what   component   is   referred   to.  

The   advantage   of   lists   to   running   text   is   that   the   information   becomes  
easier   to   survey.   They   also   make   it   easier   to   keep   track   of   how   far   you  
have   gotten   in   the   instructions   as   well   as   checking   up   on   rules   during  
play.  

さ.く.け   The   use   of   lists   ﾅith   ‾efe‾e[ce   iZages   i[   ‾ulebooks  
List   paired   with   reference   images   were   found   more   o┘en   in   rulebooks  
for   more   complex   games.   They   can   be   used   when   physical   aspects   of   the  
game   need   to   be   explained,   especially   in   relation   to   each   other.  
Generally,   speciｾc   parts   of   the   image   are   marked   with   numbers   or   letters  
with   a   corresponding   list   item   explaining   that   part   ｦFigure   tｧ.   This   type   of  
list   is   o┘en   used   for   the   game’s   setup.   The   images   used   for   reference   are  
generally   representational   images   ｦt.xｧ,   as   they   need   to   show   how   the  
things   mentioned   in   the   lists   look.  

 
Figure   2.   Lists   with   reference   images   in   rulebooks.   Le┗:   Photosynthesis   (Hach   &   Miramon,  
2017).   Right:   Summoners   Isle   (Munn   &   Hartelius,   2018).  

Figure   t   shows   that   lists   with   reference   images   can   be   used   both   for  
complicated   images   such   as   a   setup,   or   for   simpler   things   like   what  
diｽerent   parts   of   a   board   mean.   The   advantages   of   lists   with   reference  
images   are   the   same   as   for   lists   in   general,   with   the   additional   advantage  
of   being   able   to   show   as   well   as   tell   at   the   same   time.   Because   there   is   no  
necessity   to   explain   in   text   what   is   referred   to,   there   is   a   lower   risk   of  
misunderstandings   occuring.   The   amount   of   text   needed   is   also   lessened,  
resulting   in   the   important   information   not   being   buried   in   unnecessary  
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text.   However,   one   must   ensure   the   images   and   the   text   does   not  
contradict   each   other,   as   stated   in   t.x   ｦLearning   through   imagesｧ.  

さ.く.こ   The   use   of   co[ti[uous   suZZa‾ies  
A   continuous   summary   is   not   found   in   a   lot   of   rulebooks,   but   there   are  
some   examples   ｦFigure   uｧ.   Since   it   is   such   a   unique   solution,   it   should  
really   not   be   looked   over.  

 
Figure   3.   Continuous   summaries   in   rulebooks.   Le┗:   Bohnanza   (AMIGO   Spiel,   2000).   Right:  
Puerto   Rico   (Seyfarth,   2001).  

In   both   of   the   examples   shown   ｦFigure   uｧ,   the   continuous   summaries   are  
made   in   the   margin.   This   kind   of   summary   might   be   possible   to   put   at  
the   end   of   each   section   instead,   but   that   might   not   let   it   fulｾll   its   purpose  
since   it   might   be   lost   within   the   rest   of   the   text.   If   done   right,   these  
summaries   could   probably   be   enough   for   learning   the   game   for   the   ｾrst  
time.   However,   a   better   use   for   them   is   probably   as   a   reminder   for  
previous   players,   as   well   as   a   way   to   help   players   looking   for   a   speciｾc  
rule   ｾnd   where   it   is   in   the   text.   

さ.け   qoﾅ   boa‾d   gaZe‾s   use   ‾ulebooks  
The   survey   investigating   the   process   of   how   board   gamers   use   rulebooks  
ｦu.t.t;   Appendix   sｧ   accepted   responses   for   one   week,   between   March   trth  
and   March   tzth.   In   total,   x{{   participants   completed   the   survey.   The  
free-text,   non-mandatory,   questions   received   between   svu   and   vts  
answers   each.   Table   s   shows   participant   ages,   table   t   shows   participant  
genders   and   table   u   shows   how   o┘en   the   participants   play   board   games.  

Table   1.   Initial   survey,   participant   ages  

sx   -   tw   years   tx   -   uw   years   ux   -   vw   years   vx   -   ww   years   Over   ww   years  

st.v%   vr.{%   tz%   sw.v%   v.t%  
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Table   2.   Initial   survey,   participant   genders  

Male   Female   Other/Unspeciｾed  

xu.s%   uv.t%   t.{%  

Table   3.   Initial   survey,   how   o┗en   participants   play   board   games  

Every   day   A   couple  
of   times   a  

week  

Once   a  
week  

A   couple  
of   times   a  

month  

Once   a  
month  

Less   than  
once   a  
month  

v.s%   vs.v%   s{.9%   tu.s%   9%   u.w%  

さ.け.く   8oa‾d   gaZe‾s   use   ‾ulebooks   to   lea‾[   [eﾅ   gaZes  
Almost   all   of   the   participants   in   the   survey,   9{.z%,   answered   that   they  
have   used   rulebooks   to   learn   a   new   game.   To   the   question   of   how   o┘en  
they   do   this   more   than   half   of   the   participants,   xx.u%,   answered   with   the  
highest   option   out   of   ｾve,   one   being   never   and   ｾve   being   every   time   they  
learn   a   new   game.   ts.t%   answered   with   the   next   highest   alternative:   four.  

さ.け.け   8oa‾d   gaZe‾s   use   ‾ulebooks   to   f‾eshe[   up   ZeZo‾ies   of  
‾ules  
Almost   all   of   the   participants   in   the   survey,   9{.v%,   answered   that   they  
have   used   rulebooks   to   freshen   up   their   memory   of   rules.   Out   of   ｾve,  
one   being   never   and   ｾve   being   every   time   they   play   a   game,   s9.{%  
answered   two,   vs.u%   answered   three   and   tw.z%   answered   four   to   how   o┘en  
they   do   this.   ss.{%   answered   ｾve,   meaning   they   do   it   every   time   they   play  
a   game.  

さ.け.こ   8oa‾d   gaZe‾s   use   ‾ulebooks   to   look   up   ‾ules   du‾i[g   plaﾋ  
Almost   all   of   the   participants   in   the   survey,   99.v%,   answered   that   they  
have   used   rulebooks   to   look   up   rules   during   play.   To   the   question   of   how  
o┘en   they   do   this   tr.s%   answered   two,   ux.9%   answered   three   and   ur.s%  
answered   four   out   of   ｾve,   one   being   never   and   ｾve   being   every   time   they  
play   a   game.   st.v%   answered   with   a   ｾve.  

さ.け.さ   8oa‾d   gaZe‾s   use   ‾ulebooks   to   look   up   setup   of   gaZes  
Almost   all   of   the   participants   in   the   survey,   9z.t%,   answered   that   they  
have   used   rulebooks   to   look   up   the   setup   of   a   game.   Out   of   ｾve,   one  
being   never   and   ｾve   being   every   time   they   play   a   game,   sw%   answered  
two,   t9.{%   answered   three   and   uw.u%   answered   four   to   how   o┘en   they   do  
this.   s{.x%   answered   ｾve,   meaning   they   do   it   every   time   they   play   a   game.  
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さ.け.し   8oa‾d   gaZe‾s   use   ‾ulebooks   to   ‾ead   theZatic   teﾊt  
About   half   of   the   participants   in   the   survey,   wr.v%,   answered   that   they  
have   used   rulebooks   to   read   thematic   text.   To   the   question   of   how   o┘en  
they   do   this   us.s%   answered   one,   v{%   answered   two   and   sv.s%   answered  
three   out   of   ｾve,   one   being   never   and   ｾve   being   every   time   they   play   a  
game.  

さ.け.す   8oa‾d   gaZe‾s   use   ‾ulebooks   to   teach   gaZes   to   [eﾅ   plaﾋe‾s  
Most   of   the   participants   in   the   survey,   {s.u%,   answered   that   they   have  
used   rulebooks   to   teach   a   game   to   new   players.   Out   of   ｾve,   one   being  
never   and   ｾve   being   every   time   they   teach   a   game   to   new   players,   tr.s%  
answered   two,   t9.{%   answered   three   and   tv.u%   answered   four   to   how  
o┘en   they   do   this.   sz.z%   answered   ｾve,   meaning   they   do   it   every   time  
they   teach   a   game   to   new   players.  

さ.け.せ   8oa‾d   gaZe‾s   use   ‾ulebooks   fo‾   ﾄa‾ious   othe‾   thi[gs  
In   free   text   answers   about   how   the   participants   use   rulebooks,   some   other  
uses   of   rulebooks   were   identiｾed.   A   frequently   mentioned   use   of  
rulebooks   was   to   look   up   the   component   list,   some   specifying   it   was   in  
order   to   verify   that   all   components   were   included.   Another   frequent   use  
of   rulebooks   seem   to   be   to   learn   about   the   game   before   the   purchase.  
Looking   up   scoring   or   victory   conditions   and   reading   for   fun   was   also  
mentioned.   A   surprising   amount   of   participants   seem   to   use   rulebooks   to  
rewrite   the   rules   for   themselves,   which   might   say   something   about   the  
quality   of   many   existing   rulebooks.  

さ.け.そ   8oa‾d   gaZe‾s   eﾊpectatio[s   of   ‾ulebooks  
In   the   free   text   answers,   both   things   that   are   seen   by   participants   as   good  
in   good   rulebooks   and   bad   or   missing   in   bad   rulebooks   were   identiｾed.  
These   are   interpreted   to   be   things   that   the   participants   want   to   have  
present   in   rulebooks   in   general.  

The   four   biggest   themes   identiｾed   in   the   answers   were   the   following:  
Good   structure   for   learning   the   game,   ways   to   look   up   speciｾc   rules,  
quick   reference   and   use   of   images.   Another   frequently   mentioned  
element   was   the   use   of   examples   to   make   the   rules   easier   to   understand.  

Good   structure   for   learning   the   game  
Many   of   the   participants   mentioned   the   need   for   good   structure   and  
logical   ｿow   to   facilitate   learning   the   game.   Many   apparently   want   to  
learn   as   they   play,   or   at   least   learn   the   rules   in   the   order   they   come   up  
during   play.   This   is   not   surprising   when   considering   that   we   learn   better  
through   experiences   ｦt.v.tｧ.   It   was   also   mentioned   by   a   lot   of   the  
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participants   that   there   should   be   an   overview   of   the   goal   of   the   game   ｾrst,  
to   make   the   rules   easier   to   understand.   These   points   are   in   line   with   the  
way   rulebooks   should   be   organized   according   to   Holcomb   ｦt.zｧ.  

Ways   to   look   up   specific   rules  
A   lot   of   participants   want   the   rulebooks   to   be   designed   in   a   way   that   helps  
them   ｾnd   speciｾc   rules   during   play.   Some   ways   in   which   they   prefer   this  
to   be   done   are   through   indexes,   separate   books   or   sections   for   in   depth  
rule   referencing,   sections   for   frequently   asked   questions,   and   cross  
references   throughout   the   rulebooks.   

Quick   reference  
The   participants   mentioned   several   things   they   want   in   the   rules   that  
mainly   comes   down   to   quickly   looking   up   the   basics   without   having   to  
plow   through   the   whole   rulebook.   Easily   accessible   rule   summaries   were  
mentioned   o┘en,   as   were   quick   reference   sheets,   setup   and   quick-start  
guides,   references   for   icons   and   cards,   as   well   as   glossaries   for  
terminology.   Continuous   summaries   in   the   margin,   like   the   ones  
identiｾed   in   the   analysis   of   existing   rulebooks   ｦv.s.uｧ   were   mentioned   by  
several   participants   as   good   ways   to   implement   summaries.  

Use   of   images  
The   use   of   images   was   advocated   for   almost   all   parts   of   the   rulebook,  
from   general   rule   telling   to   examples,   setup   and   component   lists.   Use   of  
images   paired   with   numbered   lists   like   those   identiｾed   in   the   analysis   of  
existing   rulebooks   ｦv.s.tｧ,   were   praised   by   participants.   From   the   answers,  
it   could   not   be   interpreted   what   types   of   images   ｦt.xｧ   the   participants  
favor,   or   how   they   wish   them   to   aid   their   learning.    
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し   Desig[i[g   the   ‾ulebook  
When   designing   the   rulebook,   a   number   of   steps   were   followed.   First,   the  
material   from   the   publisher   was   organized,   then   a   dra┘   was   created   and  
tested,   and   ｾnally   the   ｾnal   design   was   created.   Each   step   in   the   process  
inｿuenced   the   next   step   through   knowledge   gained   and   results   from  
testing.  

し.く   O‾ga[izi[g   Zate‾ial  
The   text   for   the   rulebook   existed   prior   to   the   dra┘,   in   the   form   of   a  
document   in   Google   Docs.   This   document   was   printed   in   order   to   make  
comments   about   how   the   text   should   be   displayed   in   the   rulebook   and   in  
what   order   ｦFigure   vｧ.  

 
Figure   4.   Comments   on   the   original   rule   document.  

Figure   v   shows   the   comments   on   two   of   the   pages   from   the   original   rule  
document.   All   pages   with   comments   can   be   seen   in   Appendix   v.   During  
the   commenting   process,   the   need   for   structural   changes   were   identiｾed  
as   well   as   where   to   li┘   information   out   of   the   rule   text,   placing   it   in   boxes,  
or   explain   the   rules   in   images.   To   accomodate   the   need   for   explaining   the  
rules   in   images   found   in   the   pre-study   survey   ｦv.t.{ｧ,   quite   a   lot   of  
suggestions   for   where   to   do   this   were   added.  

A┘er   making   comments   on   the   original   rule   text,   a   new   digital   document  
was   created   with   all   the   original   text,   where   the   structural   changes   were  
applied,   resulting   in   a   document   following   the   structure   that   would   be  
applied   to   the   rulebook.   This   was   done   to   ensure   that   the   structure   was  
later   easily   followed   in   the   actual   design,   as   the   pre-study   survey   showed  
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that   the   structure   of   the   rulebook   is   one   of   its   most   important   aspects  
ｦv.t.{ｧ.   During   the   design   process   both   the   digital   restructured   document  
and   the   analog   commented   one   were   used   as   guides,   but   not   as   absolute  
truths.  

し.け   D‾aft  
The   pre-study   survey   showed   the   importance   of   the   structure   of   the  
rulebook   ｦv.t.{ｧ.   In   order   to   test   the   structure   at   an   early   stage,   it   was  
therefore   decided   that   a   complete   dra┘   of   the   rulebook   would   be   made.  
The   dra┘   is,   however,   still   considered   a   polished   sketch,   just   ｾnished  
enough   to   enable   testing   of   how   successfully   it   conveys   the   rules.  
Examples   from   early   versions   of   the   dra┘   can   be   seen   in   Figure   w.   The  
ｾnished   dra┘   is   presented   as   a   whole   in   Appendix   w.  

 
Figure   5.   Early   versions   of   the   dra┗.   Dra┗   0.1   (le┗)   &   dra┗   0.2   (right)  

In   dra┘   r.s   ｦFigure   w,   le┘ｧ,   a   layout   using   two   thirds   of   the   page   for   the  
main   rules   and   one   third   for   example   boxes   and   other   types   of   boxes,  
with   information   li┘ed   out   of   the   text,   was   applied.   This   was   not   very  
space   eﾀcient   for   most   pages   though,   and   resulted   in   the   column   for   the  
text   being   a   bit   too   wide,   making   the   font   size   unnecessary   big   or   the   line  
length   too   long   ｦt.t.uｧ.   Lists   were   implemented   for   information   suitable  
for   it,   such   as   what   a   speciｾc   action   does,   to   make   that   information   easier  
to   process   as   well   as   easier   to   ｾnd   ｦt.s.uｧ.   The   boxes   used   for   some  
information   were   made   to   utilize   the   principle   of   common   region   ｦt.wｧ,  
to   separate   them   from   the   rest   of   the   text.   Diｽerent   colors   were   used   for  
diｽerent   types   of   boxes,   utilizing   the   principle   of   similarity   ｦt.wｧ   to   make  
boxes   with   the   same   purpose   appear   grouped.  
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Dra┘   r.t   ｦFigure   w,   rightｧ   divided   the   pages   into   two   columns,   creating  
text   blocks   of   a   more   suitable   line   length   ｦt.t.uｧ   than   in   dra┘   r.s.   The   ｾrst  
headlines   were   given   a   background   to   make   it   easier   for   the   players   to  
ｾnd   them,   and   thereby   understand   what   section   they   were   looking   at.   A  
papery   background   image   was   added   to   make   the   rulebook   appear   more  
textured   while   still   maintaining   background   contrast   for   the   text   ｦt.t.wｧ.  
Because   one   should   not   solely   rely   on   color   to   convey   information   ｦt.uｧ,  
the   grouping   of   boxes   through   the   principle   of   similarity   ｦt.wｧ   was   instead  
achieved   through   variation   of   brightness   and   saturation   in   dra┘   r.t.  

し.け.く   Oﾄe‾all   desig[   of   the   d‾aft  
Many   design   choices   aｽected   many   diｽerent   sections   in   diｽerent   parts   of  
the   book.   This   is   considered   the   overall   design   of   the   dra┘.  

し.け.く.く   qie‾a‾chﾋ   i[   the   d‾aft  
The   hierarchy   in   the   dra┘   ｦFigure   xｧ   was   created   using   a   variation   in   size,  
typefaces,   style,   color   and   alignment.   

 
Figure   6.   Hierarchy   in   the   dra┗.  

As   seen   in   Figure   x,   all   headlines   use   a   typeface   diｽerent   from   the   body  
text.   To   make   this   diｽerentiation   as   clear   as   possible,   the   typefaces   were  
chosen   to   be   one   serif   and   one   sans   serif   ｦt.t.tｧ.   The   headlines   are   also  
diｽerentiated   from   the   body   text   in   size   and   style,   making   them  
diｽerentiated   in   three   ways   ｦt.s.tｧ.   Both   Title   s   and   Title   t   are   set   in  
uppercase   letters,   with   them   diｽerentiated   through   size   and   alignment,   as  
title   s   is   centered.   Title   u   is   set   in   the   same   size   as   title   t,   but   in   small   caps  
ｦt.t.tｧ,   making   them   diｽerentiated   only   through   style.   The   thematic   text  
is   centered,   set   in   italics   and   in   a   diｽerent   color   and   typeface   from   the  
body   text,   making   it   diｽerentiated   in   four   ways.   This   is   more   ways   than  
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recommended   ｦt.s.tｧ,   but   it   was   done   anyway   in   order   to   make   it   very  
clear   that   the   thematic   text   was   not   part   of   the   rules.   The   hierarchical  
levels   are   applied   consistently   throughout   the   dra┘,   as   suggested   in   t.s.t.  

し.け.く.け   G‾id   fo‾   the   d‾aft  
A   grid   was   created   for   the   dra┘   ｦFigure   zｧ,   in   order   to   make   the   layout  
consistent   throughout   the   publication   ｦt.s.sｧ.   

 
Figure   7.   Grid   for   the   dra┗.  

The   base   for   the   grid   was   two   columns   with   a   gutter   in   between.   Then  
each   column   was   separated   into   smaller   sections   ｦFigure   zｧ.   The   gutter  
between   these   sections   were   set   as   narrower   than   that   between   the  
columns,   to   make   the   objects   within   each   column   appear   grouped  
because   of   the   principle   of   proximity   ｦt.wｧ.  

The   width   of   the   columns,   paired   with   the   font   size   of   the   body   text,  
resulted   in   a   line   length   of   about   vw-wr   characters   per   line,   which   is  
within   the   range   of   the   recommended   line   lengths,   and   makes   the  
columns   narrow   columns   ｦt.t.uｧ.   Because   the   columns   were   narrow,   a  
ｿush   le┘   alignment   was   chosen   for   the   body   text   ｦt.t.vｧ.  

し.け.く.こ   Desig[   eleZe[ts   i[   the   d‾aft  
List   were   used   in   almost   all   sections   of   the   rulebook   ｦFigure   {ｧ.  
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Figure   8.   Lists   in   the   dra┗.  

The   lists   ｦFigure   {ｧ   were   used   in   order   to   make   the   information   easier   to  
take   in,   as   well   as   easier   to   survey   ｦt.s.uｧ.   Some   lists   were   paired   with  
reference   images,   such   as   the   ones   identiｾed   in   the   pre-study   ｦt.s.tｧ.  

All   sections   were   assigned   a   color,   as   well   as   a   shape   in   the   form   of   a   line,  
to   not   rely   solely   on   color   ｦt.uｧ,   which   were   applied   to   the   outer   edges   of  
the   pages   ｦFigure   9ｧ.   

 
Figure   9.   Color   coding   in   the   dra┗.  

The   color   coding   shown   in   Figure   9   was   added   to   make   it   easier   to   ｾnd  
sections   while   ｿipping   through   the   book.   This   color   coding   was   used   in  
page   references   as   well.   Because   of   the   color   coding,   more   colors   than   the  
w   recommended   in   the   same   publication   ｦt.uｧ   are   used   within   the  
rulebook.   However,   since   they   are   mostly   used   on   diｽerent   pages   it  
should   not   be   that   big   of   an   issue,   as   the   eye   will   not   have   to   take   them   all  
in   at   once.   The   exception   to   this   is   when   numerous   pages   are   referenced  
on   the   same   page,   but   then   the   colors   serve   an   important   enough  
purpose   to   justify   this.   To   at   least   mitigate   the   eｽect   of   so   many   diｽerent  
colors,   the   colors   were   mostly   picked   from   the   components   presented   in  
the   rulebook,   to   not   add   too   many   colors   not   already   present.  
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Boxes   ｦFigure   srｧ   were   used   to   separate   some   information   from   the  
general   rule   text,   using   the   principle   of   common   region   ｦt.wｧ.  

 
Figure   10.   Boxes   in   the   dra┗.  

Three   types   of   boxes   were   used   ｦFigure   srｧ,   grouping   boxes   with   the   same  
purpose   using   the   principle   of   similarity   ｦt.wｧ.   To   make   it   easier   to   ｾnd,  
the   most   important   information   was   placed   in   the   darkest   box.  

Highlighting   of   single   words   ｦFigure   ssｧ   was   implemented   in   order   to  
make   some   statements   clearer.  

 
Figure   11.   Highlighting   in   the   dra┗.  

The   highlighting   ｦFigure   ssｧ   was   done   with   small   caps   paired   with   a  
heavier   weight,   combining   two   of   the   most   common   ways   of   highlighting  
ｦt.t.zｧ.  

Because   the   images   used   in   the   dra┘   needed   to   have   a   likeness   to   the  
components   for   them   to   help   the   players   understand   the   rules,  
representational   images   ｦt.xｧ   were   used   almost   exclusively,   with   some  
organizational   ｦt.xｧ   elements   added   in   the   form   of   arrows   showing  
movement.   Most   images   were   used   in   a   way   that   mimics   the   way   the  
components   would   be   used   in   an   actual   game,   simulating   the   experience  
of   learning   while   playing   ｦt.v.t;   v.t.{ｧ.  

The   papery   background   image   used   in   dra┘   r.t   was   kept   in   the   ｾnished  
dra┘.  
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し.け.け   St‾uctu‾e   of   the   d‾aft  
As   the   game   Curators   has   quite   a   few   components   with   parts   that   need   to  
be   explained,   this   was   chosen   to   be   the   ｾrst   thing   to   be   presented   in   the  
rulebook.   Following   that   was   the   objective   and   the   setup.   Then   the   bulk  
of   the   rules   were   presented,   a┘er   which   the   game   end   and   scoring   was  
put.   Lastly,   the   rules   for   solo   play   were   added.   On   the   back   of   the   book,   a  
quick   reference   of   all   actions,   as   well   as   how   the   game   end   works,   was  
placed.   An   index   was   added   to   the   beginning   of   the   rulebook   to   make   it  
easier   to   ｾnd   speciｾc   sections   during   play.   This   structure   is   largely   based  
on   the   structure   suggested   by   Holcomb   ｦt.zｧ.   The    Quick   reference    was  
added   as   this   was   shown   to   be   important   in   the   pre-study   survey   ｦv.t.{ｧ.  

し.け.こ   No[-‾ules   i[   the   d‾aft  
The   index   ｦFigure   stｧ   is   part   of   the   non-rules   of   the   rulebook   ｦt.zｧ.   It   was  
placed   on   the   ｾrst   spread,   so   anyone   looking   for   anything   speciｾc   would  
be   able   to   ｾnd   the   index   immediately   a┘er   opening   the   rulebook,   and  
there   look   up   where   what   they’re   looking   for   is   located,   which   was  
brought   up   in   the   pre-study   survey   ｦv.t.{ｧ.  

 
Figure   12.   Index   in   the   dra┗.  

The   page   references   in   the    Index    ｦFigure   stｧ   correspond   to   the   color  
coding   of   the   sections,   to   help   players   recognize   the   pattern.   The  
diｽerent   levels   of   headlines   were   distinguished   with   the   help   of   size   or  
style,   as   well   as   placement   ｦt.s.tｧ.   The   indentations   of   the   lower   headlines  
make   it   clearer   that   they   are   part   of   that   section.   The   color   coding   also  
makes   them   appear   grouped   because   of   the   gestalt   principle   of   similarity  
ｦt.wｧ.  
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The   components    ｦFigure   suｧ   are   also   a   part   of   the   non-rules   in   the   rulebook  
ｦt.zｧ.   The   section   is   mostly   there   as   a   reference   for   anyone   confused  
about   what   the   diｽerent   parts   of   the   components   mean.  

 
Figure   13.   The   components   in   the   dra┗.  

Because    The   components    ｦFigure   suｧ   should   not   convey   any   rules,   so   the  
players   can   easily   skip   this   section   ｦt.zｧ,   it   was   decided   that   the   diｽerent  
parts   on   the   components   should   only   be   mentioned   by   name   and   not  
described.   Therefore   simple   lists   with   reference   images,   like   those  
identiｾed   in   the   pre-study   ｦv.s.tｧ,   were   implemented.   For   references,  
letters   were   used   instead   of   numbers   to   diｽerentiate   the   reference   lists  
from   numbered   lists.   For   consistency,   the   order   was   based   on   the   order  
in   which   the   components   are   mentioned   in   the   setup.   Before   going   into  
the   speciｾc   components   and   their   parts,   a   list   of    What’s   in   the   box    was  
presented,   for   those   wanting   to   check   they   got   everything   they   were  
supposed   to   ｦas   identiｾed   in   the   pre-study   survey   [v.t.{]ｧ.  

し.け.さ   Objectiﾄe   i[   the   d‾aft  
The   objective   ｦFigure   svｧ   was   presented   before   any   other   of   the   rules,   as  
suggested   in   t.z,   in   order   for   the   players   to   get   a   base   to   build   the   rules  
upon.   It   also   helps   the   players   get   into   the   rulebook   with   the   right  
expectations   ｦt.v.sｧ.  

 
Figure   14.   Objective   in   the   dra┗.  
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Aside   from   the   descriptive   text   of   the   objective   and   the   game   end,   a   list   of  
what   will   give   points   at   the   end   was   also   included   ｦFigure   svｧ.   The   order  
they   are   presented   in   is   one   that   makes   sense   based   on   how   you  
accomplish   the   diｽerent   goals:   by   exhibiting   objects,   you   can   complete  
wings   and   contracts.   It   is   impossible   to   get   any   points   from   completing  
wings   or   contracts   if   you   do   not   have   any   exhibited   objects.   Collecting  
money   is   mentioned   last,   as   this   is   not   dependent   on   anything   else   and   is  
quite   easy   to   grasp.  

し.け.し   Setup   i[   the   d‾aft  
The   setup   ｦFigure   swｧ   was   placed   on   the   same   spread   as   the    Objective  
because   it   ought   to   follow   right   a┘er   it   ｦt.zｧ,   and   it   did   ｾt   on   the   spread.  

 
Figure   15.   Setup   in   the   dra┗.  

The    Setup    ｦFigure   swｧ   is   mostly   a   numbered   list,   because   the   steps   in   it  
should   be   taken   in   order   ｦv.s.sｧ,   with   a   reference   image   ｦv.s.tｧ   for   clarity.  
Because   not   all   list   items   have   a   part   of   the   image   to   reference   to,   it   was  
decided   to   put   the   reference   letter   within   the   text,   right   a┘er   the   item  
that   was   being   referenced.   This   might   even   help   readers   better   realize  
what   parts   are   actually   referenced   because   of   the   principle   of   proximity  
ｦt.wｧ.   In   order   to   utilize   the   principle   of   connectedness   ｦt.wｧ,   the   reference  
letters   in   the   image   were   placed   so   they   slightly   overlapped   the   parts   of  
the   image   they   related   to.   The   information   that   diｽers   between   number  
of   players   was   li┘ed   from   the   rest   of   the   text   and   put   in   a   box   for   easier  
access   when   players   know   the   setup   and   are   only   looking   for   that   speciｾc  
information.   The   part   of   the   reference   image   containing   the   items   each  
player   should   receive   was   separated   from   the   rest   of   the   setup   image  
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using   the   gestalt   principle   of   common   region   ｦt.wｧ   by   visualizing   a   “player  
area”   with   a   semi   transparent   box   behind   the   items.   

し.け.す   Rules/hoﾅ   to   plaﾋ   i[   the   d‾aft  
The   ｾrst   part   of   the   main   rules   ｦt.zｧ   was   named    Your   turn    and   gives   an  
overview   of   what   is   done   during   one’s   turn   ｦFigure   sxｧ.  

 
Figure   16.   Your   turn   in   the   dra┗.  

The   ｾrst   things   presented   are   the   two   choices   you   have   on   your   turn  
ｦFigure   sxｧ.   Then   what   these   choices   mean   and   what   you   do   if   you   make  
them   is   presented.   An   example   explaining   a   concept   that   is   not   as   easy   to  
grasp   as   the   others   was   added.   The   example   was   li┘ed   out   from   the   text  
and   put   into   a   separate   box,   so   people   that   already   understand   can   see  
that   they   can   skip   it.  

The   biggest   part   of   the   game   is   allocating   employees,   thereby   using   their  
employee   actions.   Therefore,   the   explanations   of   the   actions   were   given  
its   own   section.   This   is   also   part   of   the   main   rules   ｦt.zｧ.   In   this   section,   the  
actions   were   ｾrst   named   and   described   brieｿy,   so   the   players   can   get   an  
overview   over   the   actions   they   have   to   choose   from   ｦFigure   szｧ.  

 
Figure   17.   Overview   of   employee   actions   in   the   dra┗.  

For   each   action   named   and   brieｿy   described,   their   icon   from   the  
employee   chips   was   also   presented   ｦFigure   szｧ.   This   was   done   both   to  
help   players   learn   which   icon   corresponds   to   which   action,   but   also   to  
help   them   ｾnd   the   action   in   the   rulebook   if   they   need   to   look   it   up  
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during   play.   The   icons   were   also   used   on   the   following   pages   where   the  
actions   were   described   more   in   depth   ｦFigure   s{ｧ.  

 
Figure   18.   In   depth   descriptions   of   employee   actions   in   the   dra┗.  

The   in   depth   descriptions   ｦFigure   s{ｧ   all   start   with   a   numbered   list   of  
what   to   do   when   taking   that   speciｾc   action   because   lists   help   us  
understand   information   ｦt.s.uｧ.   The   actions   are   then   described   fully   and  
rules   related   to   the   action   are   explained.   The   descriptions   are  
accompanied   by   examples   and   images   to   clarify   the   actions,   as   the  
pre-study   survey   showed   that   players   want   this   ｦv.t.{ｧ.   At   the   beginning  
of   each   actions   description   is   a   paragraph   of   thematic   text   that   is   not  
necessary   to   read   to   understand   the   rules,   but   that   ties   together   with   the  
actions   so   those   reading   it   can   better   understand   why   the   actions   work  
the   way   they   do,   because   it   helps   them   have   the   right   expectations   ｦt.v.sｧ.  
The   order   that   the   actions   are   presented   in   the   rules   was   based   on   what  
they   do,   and   the   way   they   build   on   each   other.   Actions   with   a   similar  
outcome   were   placed   next   to   each   other,   and   actions   that   use   something  
provided   by   other   actions   was   placed   a┘er   those   were   all   presented.   This  
was   done   to   accommodate   those   in   the   pre-study   survey   that   wanted   to  
learn   while   playing   ｦv.t.{ｧ,   as   well   as   the   general   concept   that   it   is   easier   to  
learn   through   experience   ｦt.v.tｧ.  

The   main   rules   ｦt.zｧ   ended   with   a   section   about   completing   contracts  
ｦFigure   s9ｧ.  
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Figure   19.   Completing   contracts   in   the   dra┗.  

The   section   about   completing   contracts   ｦFigure   s9ｧ   was   placed   at   the   end  
because   you   need   to   understand   the   concepts   introduced   in   the  
employee   actions   section   in   order   to   understand   how   to   complete  
contracts.   The   basics   of   how   to   complete   contracts   was   presented   in   a   list  
for   easy   access   and   understanding   ｦt.s.uｧ.   More   in   depth   information   and  
conditions   were   presented   in   body   text.   A   pictorial   example   was   placed  
next   to   the   information   with   unimportant   parts   of   the   image   greyed   out  
in   order   to   help   the   players   quickly   see   how   a   contract   can   be   completed,  
using   the   principle   of   similarity   ｦt.wｧ.  

し.け.せ   Victo‾ﾋ/gaZe   e[d   i[   the   d‾aft  
A┘er   all   the   main   rules   had   been   presented,   the    Game   end    section  
together   with   scoring   ｦt.zｧ   was   placed   ｦFigure   trｧ.  

 
Figure   20.   Game   end   in   the   dra┗.  

As   the   game   end   trigger   and   how   the   game   ends   a┘er   that   is   more  
complicated   in   this   game   than   in   many   others,   this   had   to   be   addressed  
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ｾrst   ｦFigure   trｧ.   This   was   done   in   a   numbered   list   for   the   same   reason  
that   those   have   been   used   in   other   parts   of   the   rulebook.   Some   further  
explanations   were   made   a┘er   the   list.   The    Scoring    was   also   presented   in   a  
list   that   could   be   followed   in   order   without   any   problem.   The   objects  
were   placed   last   so   the   other   things   that   are   dependent   on   the   placement  
of   the   objects   have   already   been   counted   by   that   point.   The   objects   can  
therefore   be   picked   up   during   the   counting   process,   making   it   easier  
without   that   disrupting   the   rest   of   the   scoring   process.   An   in   depth  
example   of   a   complete   scoring   was   also   provided.  

し.け.そ   Solo   plaﾋ   i[   the   d‾aft  
Lastly,   the   solo   rules   are   presented   ｦFigure   tsｧ.   

 
Figure   21.   Solo   play   in   the   dra┗.  

Since   most   rules   work   the   same   in   the   solo   version   of   the   game,   only   the  
parts   that   are   changed   were   mentioned   ｦFigure   tsｧ.   The   changes   were  
presented   in   lists.   As   the   biggest   change   is   in   how   the   wings   are   bought,  
that   was   addressed   especially   and   an   explanatory,   representational   ｦt.xｧ,  
image   was   provided.   A┘erwards   the   diｽerent   solo   missions   were  
provided.   Next   to   the   title   of   each   mission   a   tick   box   was   placed   so   the  
player   can   mark   the   missions   they   have   cleared   as   they   work   their   way  
through   them.   

し.け.た   Quick   ‾efe‾e[ce   i[   the   d‾aft  
On   the   back   of   the   rulebook,   a   quick   reference   guide   was   added   ｦFigure  
ttｧ   as   this   was   requested   by   many   in   the   pre-study   survey   ｦv.t.{ｧ.  
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Figure   22.   Quick   reference   in   the   dra┗.  

The    Quick   reference    ｦFigure   ttｧ   was   placed   at   the   back   of   the   rulebook   for  
easy   access.   Each   part   mentioned   in   the    Quick   reference    also   has   a   page  
reference   to   where   more   information   regarding   that   part   is   located   in   the  
rulebook.   Because   the   bulk   of   the   game   revolves   around   the   employee  
actions,   those   were   all   placed   here.   Because   there   was   room   over,   the  
game   end   and   scoring   information   was   added   as   well.  

し.こ   Test   ‾esults   -   d‾aft  
To   evaluate   the   dra┘,   z   tests   through   learn   and   play   ｦu.u.uｧ   were  
conducted   with   a   varying   number   of   participants   in   each   test   group.   In  
total,   there   were   sx   participants   with   varying   degrees   of   board-gaming  
experience,   but   all   had   played   board   games   prior   to   the   tests.   There   were  
ss   male   and   w   female   participants.   Table   v   shows   the   distribution   of  
participants   in   the   test.  

Table   4.   Number   of   participants   for   each   test   in   the   first   Learn   &   Play   test   run  

Test   s   Test   t   Test   u   Test   v   Test   w   Test   x   Test   z  

t   Ps   t   Ps   t   Ps   t   Ps   s   Ps   v   Ps   u   Ps  

 
As   a   complementary   evaluation,   a   survey   ｦu.u.v;   Appendix   uｧ   was  
conducted.   It   was   accepting   responses   between   April   swth   and   May   zth.  
The   survey   got   st   responses.   v   respondents   had   played   the   game   prior   to  
answering   the   survey.   Table   w   shows   participant   ages,   table   x   shows  
participant   genders   and   table   z   shows   how   o┘en   the   participants   play  
board   games.  
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Table   5.   Evaluation   survey,   participant   ages  

tx   -   uw   years   ux   -   vw   years   vx   -   ww   years   Over   ww   years  

xx.z%   {.u%   sx.z%   {.u%  

Table   6.   Evaluation   survey,   participant   genders  

Male   Female  

9s.z%   {.u%  

Table   7.   Evaluation   survey,   how   o┗en   participants   play   board   games  

Every   day   A   couple  
of   times   a  

week  

Once   a  
week  

A   couple  
of   times   a  

month  

Once   a  
month  

A   couple  
of   times   a  

year  

sx.z%   vs.z%   sx.z%   sx.z%   r%   {.u%  

 
Apart   from   the   problems   mentioned   in   the   following   sections,   a   number  
of   problems   arose   that   were   related   to   the   wording   of   rules.   As  
formulating   clear   rules   is   not   the   focus   of   the   study,   those   problems   are  
not   presented   here.   However,   they   were   addressed   when   creating   the  
ｾnal   design.  

し.こ.く   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   st‾uctu‾e   a[d   oﾄe‾all   desig[   of   the  
d‾aft  
The   order   that   things   were   presented   in   the   rulebook   was   a   part   that  
most   groups   agreed   was   really   good   in   the   dra┘.   w   out   of   z   groups  
mentioned   it   explicitly   and   no   groups   expressed   any   problems   with   the  
order   in   general.   v   groups   as   well   as   u   of   the   survey   respondents  
mentioned   that   the   color   coding   was   really   good.   The   test   groups   noted  
that   it   helped   them   ｾnd   speciｾc   pages   when   looking   up   rules.   

All   groups   agreed   that   both   the   examples   and   the   thematic   text   was  
clearly   separated   from   the   regular   rules,   and   that   this   was   a   good   thing.  
Many   groups   skipped   the   examples   when   they   already   felt   they  
understood.   However,   s   group   mentioned   that   there   should   be   a   greater  
diｽerence   between   the   example   boxes   and   other   boxes.   The   groups  
mentioned   that   the   examples   they   read   helped   clarify   the   rules   and   gave  
answers   to   any   questions   they   had   before   reading   them.   Out   of   those   that  
read   the   thematic   text,   s   group   noted   that   it   helped   them   memorize   the  
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rules.   Another   group   noted   that   they   liked   that   the   thematic   text   was  
spread   out   throughout   the   rulebook.   

t   groups   mentioned   that   they   thought   the   highlighting   helped   draw  
attention   to   the   highlighted   parts   without   being   distracting.  

し.こ.け    Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   [o[-‾ules   of   the    d‾aft  
None   of   the   participants   in   any   of   the   groups   ever   used   the    Index ,   but   t  
groups   suggested   to   add   a   glossary   to   make   looking   up   speciｾc   terms  
easier.  

In   w   of   the   z   tests   it   was   noted   that   there   was   a   problem   with   the  
placement   of    The   components .   Many   groups   skipped,   or   barely   skimmed,  
the   section,   but   those   that   read   it   felt   overwhelmed   and,   as   they   had   not  
yet   gained   any   knowledge   of   the   game,   did   not   understand   what   was  
presented.   s   group   even   started   setting   up   the   game   during   this   section,  
guessing   at   how   to   do   it.   During   the   read   through   of   the   rulebook   and  
during   the   game   some   groups   had   questions   that   could   have   been  
answered   by   looking   in    The   components ,   but   neither   the   groups   that  
skipped   the   section   nor   those   that   read   it   realized   this.   Instead   they  
looked   for   the   information   in   other   places,   where   the   rules   concerning  
the   components   were   explained.   s   respondent   in   the   survey   also  
mentioned   that    The   components    cannot   really   be   understood   as   there   is   no  
information   about   the   game   presented   prior   to   that.   s   participant,   in   s   of  
the   tests,   was   trying   to   use    The   components    to   look   up   how   many   there  
should   be   of   one   type   of   token,   but   did   not   ｾnd   the   list   of    What’s   in   the  
box ,   as   they   only   looked   where   the   image   of   the   token   in   question   was  
located.  

し.こ.こ    Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   objectiﾄe   of   the    d‾aft  
w   of   z   groups   noted   that   it   was   very   good   that   the    Objective    was   presented,  
and   especially   that   it   was   presented   early,   as   it   made   the   rest   of   the   rules  
easier   to   follow.   s   group   reread   the    Objective    a┘er   setting   up   the   game,   but  
they   still   prefered   the    Objective    to   be   presented   before   the    Setup .   t   groups  
mentioned   wanting   the   point   values   for   the   diｽerent   point-giving   parts  
to   be   presented   in   the    Objective .   s   respondent   in   the   survey   mentioned  
that   they   wanted   a   “short   version   of   what   the   game   is”   at   the   beginning   of  
the   rulebook.  

し.こ.さ    Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   setup   of   the    d‾aft  
u   of   z   groups   thought   the    Setup    was   clear.   t   of   them   thought   the   use   of  
both   the   numbered   list   and   reference   letters   helped   make   the    Setup    easy  
to   follow.   However,   t   groups   mentioned   that   it   is   confusing   that   the  
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reference   letters   and   the   numbers   in   the   numbered   list   looks   the   same.   t  
groups   also   noted   that   the   contrast   between   the   letters/numbers   and   the  
background   circles   needed   to   be   higher.   t   groups   had   some   issues   with  
seeing   that   the   wings   were   to   be   put   in   a   spiral   as   the   image   did   not   make  
this   clear   enough.   s   group   was   a   bit   confused   about   the   neatly   placed  
tokens   in   the   setup   image.   

し.こ.し    Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   ‾ules/hoﾅ   to   plaﾋ   of   the    d‾aft  
t   respondents   in   the   survey   suggested   to   have   the   t   choices   in    Your   turn  
horizontally   aligned   to   make   the   choices   clearer.  

The   order   that   the   employee   actions   are   described   was   highlighted   as  
especially   good   by   s   group.   They   noted   that   the   order   made   sense   in  
terms   of   helping   you   understand   each   action   in   relation   to   each   other,   as  
well   as   the   order   they   can   be   used   in   the   game.  

s   group   mentioned   that   the   icons   next   to   each   employee   headline   was  
very   helpful   for   ｾnding   them   while   playing.   t   groups   were   confused  
about   employee   names   mentioned   outside   of   their   respective   sections,  
especially   those   mentioned   before   they   were   explained.  

For   almost   all   groups,   there   was   some   confusion   about   double  
allocations,   mostly   about   how   double   allocations   for   each   employee  
worked.   Some   groups   also   had   trouble   ｾnding   where   the   information  
about   double   allocations   was   located.  

v   groups   were   confused   about   the   starting   exhibit   and   how   it   worked.   t  
groups   were   confused   about   what   color   it   was   considered,   t   missed   that  
they   could   get   visitors   when   completing   it,   s   was   confused   about   whether  
it   could   be   used   to   complete   contracts,   and   s   group   was   unsure   about   the  
diｽerence   between   the   starting   exhibit   and   the   wildcard   symbols   on   the  
contract   cards.   The   confusion   between   starting   exhibit   and   wildcard   also  
made   the   group   misunderstand   how   the   wildcard   symbol   worked.  

し.こ.す   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   ﾄicto‾ﾋ/gaZe   e[d   of   the   d‾aft  
s   group   noted   that   the   scoring   order   was   very   good.   They   actually   took  
apart   their   museums   while   scoring   them,   as   this   made   the   scoring   easier,  
and   noted   that   this   was   possible   thanks   to   the   scoring   order.  

し.こ.せ   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   solo   plaﾋ   of   the   d‾aft  
The   person   testing   solo   had   to   ｿip   back   and   forth   between   the   solo   pages  
and   the   rest   of   the   rulebook   several   times,   both   while   learning   the   game  
and   while   playing.   They   realized   quickly   that   they   had   to   check   the   solo  
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rules   ｾrst,   so   they   did   not   learn   anything   wrong,   but   still   felt   the   need   to  
double   check   what   was   diｽerent   during   the   readthrough.  

s   respondent   in   the   survey   felt   it   was   a   bit   weird   to   have   the   headline   for  
Solo   play    at   the   same   level   as   the   other   headlines   in   the   rulebook.   

し.こ.そ   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   }uick   ‾efe‾e[ce   of   the   d‾aft  
The    Quick   reference    was   noted   to   be   really   good   by   w   out   of   z   groups;   Both  
the   fact   that   it   was   there   at   all,   and   the   information   chosen   to   present  
there   was   positively   mentioned.   Some   also   praised   the   page   references  
that   made   it   easier   for   the   participants   to   look   for   more   in   depth   rules  
when   needed.   Some   wished   for   the   turn   choices,   as   well   as   speciｾcs   for  
double   allocations,   to   be   added   to   the    Quick   reference .   Some   groups  
mentioned   that   the   only   things   they   looked   up   in   the   rulebook   was   more  
speciｾcs   of   the   employee   actions,   but   that   the    Quick   reference    was   enough  
most   of   the   time.   The   two   groups   that   did   not   mention   the    Quick   reference  
as   being   good   did   not   ｾnd   it   until   a┘er   the   game   was   over.   Two  
respondents   in   the   survey   also   had   trouble   ｾnding   the    Quick   reference    and  
two   mentioned   that   there   should   be   a   title   for   the   section   to   clarify   what  
it   is.  

し.さ   Fi[al   desig[  
Overall,   there   were   no   problems   with   the   dra┘   of   the   rulebook   important  
enough   to   make   it   hard   to   learn   the   game.   However,   some   things   were  
found   to   need   improvements   for   the   experience   with   the   rulebook   to   be  
satisfactory.   The   ｾnal   design   is   presented   as   a   whole   in   Appendix   x.  

し.さ.く   Oﾄe‾all   desig[   of   the   fi[al   desig[  
In   the   ｾnal   design,   the   overall   design   was   improved   both   based   on   the  
test   results   and   in   order   to   make   the   rulebook   have   a   more   ｾnished   touch  
ｾtting   the   theme   of   the   game.  

し.さ.く.く   qie‾a‾chﾋ   i[   the   fi[al   desig[  
The   hierarchy   in   the   ｾnal   design   ｦFigure   tuｧ   was   created   using   a   variation  
in   size,   typefaces,   style,   alignment   and   opacity.  
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Figure   23.   Hierarchy   in   the   final   design.  

As   seen   in   Figure   tu,   the   diｽerentiations   between   all   levels   are   almost   the  
same   as   in   the   dra┘,   though   the   typefaces   used   are   diｽerent.   The  
headlines   are   diｽerentiated   from   the   body   text   in   typeface,   size   and   style,  
making   them   diｽerentiated   in   three   ways   ｦt.s.tｧ.   Both   title   s   and   title   t   are  
set   in   uppercase   letters,   with   them   diｽerentiated   through   size   and  
alignment,   as   title   s   is   centered.   Title   u   is   set   in   the   same   size   as   title   t,   but  
in   small   caps   ｦt.t.tｧ,   making   them   diｽerentiated   only   through   style.   The  
thematic   text   is   centered,   in   a   diｽerent   typeface   from   the   body   text,   and  
set   at   a   slightly   lower   opacity,   making   it   diｽerentiated   in   three   ways   ｦt.s.tｧ  
instead   of   the   four   ways   used   in   the   dra┘.   This   change   was   made   because  
the   typeface   itself   was   considered   diｽerent   enough,   and   as   no   groups   had  
any   issues   with   understanding   what   was   thematic   text,   a   slightly   smaller  
diｽerence   ought   to   be   tested.   The   hierarchical   levels   are   applied  
consistently   throughout   the   ｾnal   design,   as   suggested   in   t.s.t.  

し.さ.く.け   Tﾋpog‾aphﾋ   i[   the   fi[al   desig[  
For   the   ｾnal   design,   more   attention   was   placed   on   the   typographical  
choices   than   for   the   dra┘.   One   typeface   was   chosen   for   both   headlines  
and   thematic   text,   while   a   diｽerent   typeface   was   chosen   for   the   body   text  
ｦFigure   tvｧ.  
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Figure   24.   Typography   in   the   final   design.  

For   the   body   text,   the   typeface   Inknut   Antiqua   Light   was   chosen   ｦFigure  
tvｧ.   It   is   a   serif   with   a   signiｾcant   robustness   to   each   letter   and   a   relatively  
high   x-height   ｦt.t.sｧ,   making   it   ideal   for   body   text   in   smaller   sizes   ｦt.t.tｧ.  
The   typeface   also   includes   lowercase   numerals,   which   are   more   suitable  
for   when   numbers   are   presented   in   body   text   ｦt.t.xｧ.   The   typeface   was  
largely   chosen   for   its   readability,   but   its   style   also   has   an   aged   feeling   ｾt  
for   a   board   game   about   building   museums.   The   line   spacing   for   the   body  
text   was   kept   at   the   recommended   str%   ｦt.t.sｧ.  

To   contrast   the   body   text,   the   typeface   Nothing   You   Could   Do   was  
chosen   for   both   headlines   and   thematic   text   ｦFigure   tvｧ.   It   is   a  
handwriting-style   typeface   which   does   lower   it’s   readability   ｦt.t.tｧ.  
However,   for   the   short   paragraphs   of   thematic   text,   that   is   not   necessary  
to   read   to   learn   the   game,   it   was   not   considered   to   be   that   big   of   a  
problem.   For   the   headlines,   the   typeface   was   used   in   uppercase   and   small  
caps   to   heighten   its   readability.   

し.さ.く.こ   G‾id   fo‾   the   fi[al   desig[  
The   grid   used   for   the   ｾnal   design   ｦFigure   twｧ   was   simpler   than   the   one  
used   for   the   dra┘,   as   the   extra   sections   of   the   grid   for   the   dra┘   were  
barely   used   at   all.   A   grid   was   still   used   though,   in   order   to   make   the  
layout   consistent   throughout   the   publication   ｦt.s.sｧ.   
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Figure   25.   Grid   for   the   final   design.  

The   grid   for   the   ｾnal   design   is   largely   the   same   as   the   base   for   the   grid   of  
the   dra┘:   two   columns   with   a   gutter   in   between   ｦFigure   twｧ.   Objects   not  
spanning   the   whole   column   were   placed   so   they   touched   one   of   the  
edges,   and   instead   of   having   a   ｾxed   width   for   them,   the   sizes   were   chosen  
especially   for   each   situation.   This   grid   provided   a   greater   freedom   in   the  
design   process.  

The   width   of   the   columns,   paired   with   the   font   size   of   the   body   text,  
resulted   in   a   line   length   of   around   wr   characters   per   line,   which   is   within  
the   range   of   the   recommended   line   lengths,   and   makes   the   columns  
narrow   columns   ｦt.t.uｧ.   Because   the   columns   were   narrow,   a   ｿush   le┘  
alignment   was   chosen   for   the   body   text   ｦt.t.vｧ.  

し.さ.く.さ   Desig[   eleZe[ts   i[   the   fi[al   desig[  
Just   like   in   the   dra┘,   lists   were   used   in   almost   all   parts   of   the   ｾnal   design,  
though   they   look   a   bit   diｽerent   ｦFigure   txｧ.  

 
Figure   26.   Lists   in   the   final   design.  

The   custom   dots   for   both   numbered   lists   and   non-numbered   lists   were  
replaced   with   the   standard   ones   for   the   typeface   ｦFigure   txｧ,   as   the   tests  
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showed   that   the   design   of   them   in   the   dra┘   made   the   numbers   hard   to  
read.  

As   the   color   coding   used   in   the   dra┘   was   found   useful   in   the   tests,   it   was  
implemented   in   the   ｾnal   design   as   well.   Each   section   was   assigned   a  
color,   as   well   as   a   shape,   to   not   rely   solely   on   color   ｦt.uｧ,   which   were  
applied   to   the   outer   edges   of   the   pages   ｦFigure   tzｧ.  

 
Figure   27.   Color   coding   in   the   final   design.  

The   lines   used   in   the   dra┘   to   accomodate   people   with   color   blindness  
were   changed   to   symbols   for   a   more   streamlined   look   ｦFigure   tzｧ.   The  
symbols   were   chosen   based   on   the   contents   of   the   section,   for   example  
the    Employee   actions    section   was   paired   with   a   circle   because   the  
employees   are   represented   on   round   chips   in   the   game.   The   symbols  
were   applied   to   the   upper   and   lower   corners   of   the   pages,   as   that   is   o┘en  
where   someone   would   be   riﾁing.   The   purpose   of   the   color   coding   was   to  
make   it   easier   for   players   to   look   up   rules   during   play   ｦv.t.{ｧ.   The   color  
coding   and   the   paired   symbols   were   also   used   in   the   page   references   in  
the    Quick   reference    as   well   as   in   the    Glossary    to   make   this   even   easier.   The  
colors   from   the   color   coding   was   also   used   for   some   visual   details   within  
those   sections,   like   boxes   and   reference   letters,   to   make   it   easier   to  
associate   the   colors   to   their   speciｾc   sections.   The   colors   used   were   mostly  
the   same   as   in   the   dra┘.   However,   the   distribution   of   the   colors   was  
changed   in   order   to   group   related   sections,   mainly    Your   turn    and    Employee  
actions ,   with   similar   colors,   using   the   principle   of   similarity   ｦt.wｧ.   Since  
fewer   sections   needed   to   have   colors   assigned   to   them,   because   of  
structural   changes   ｦsee   w.v.tｧ,   the   ｾnal   design   ended   up   with   fewer   colors  
than   the   dra┘,   which   is   good   according   to   t.u,   though   it   still   uses   more  
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than   the   recommended   w   colors.   However,   since   they   are   mostly   used   on  
diｽerent   pages   it   should   not   be   that   big   of   an   issue,   as   the   eye   will   not  
have   to   take   them   all   in   at   once,   except   when   numerous   pages   are  
referenced   on   the   same   page,   but   then   it   serves   an   important   enough  
purpose   to   justify   this,   just   like   in   the   dra┘.   To   at   least   mitigate   the   eｽect  
of   so   many   diｽerent   colors,   the   colors   were,   like   in   the   dra┘,   mostly  
picked   from   the   components   presented   in   the   rulebook,   to   not   add   too  
many   colors   not   already   present.  

Just   like   in   the   dra┘,   boxes   ｦFigure   t{ｧ   were   used   to   separate   some  
information   from   the   general   rule   text,   using   the   principle   of   common  
region   ｦt.wｧ.  

 
Figure   28.   Boxes   in   the   final   design.  

The   diｽerent   types   of   boxes   ｦFigure   t{ｧ   were   diｽerentiated   in   a   couple   of  
ways   in   order   to   make   them   appear   grouped,   using   the   principle   of  
similarity   ｦt.wｧ.   All   example   boxes   had   the   same   type   of   edge   applied   to   it  
in   order   to   make   them   easily   recognizable,   as   well   as   distinguishable  
from   the   other   boxes.   The   box   of   wings   for   diｽerent   player   counts   was,  
just   like   in   the   dra┘,   made   to   stand   out   from   the   rest   as   the   information  
in   it   is   more   critical.  

Highlighting   of   single   words   ｦFigure   t9ｧ   was   implemented,   just   like   in   the  
dra┘,   in   order   to   make   some   statements   clearer.  
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Figure   19.   Highlighting   in   the   final   design.  

The   highlighting   ｦFigure   s9ｧ   was   done   with   small   caps   paired   with   a  
heavier   weight,   combining   two   of   the   most   common   ways   of   highlighting  
ｦt.t.zｧ.  

Because   the   images   used   in   the   ｾnal   design   needed   to   have   a   likeness   to  
the   components   for   them   to   help   the   players   understand   the   rules,  
representational   images   ｦt.xｧ   were   used   almost   exclusively,   with   some  
organizational   ｦt.xｧ   elements   added   in   the   form   of   arrows   showing  
movement,   just   like   in   the   dra┘.   Most   images   were   used   in   a   way   that  
mimics   the   way   the   components   would   be   used   in   an   actual   game,  
simulating   the   experience   of   learning   while   playing   ｦt.v.t;   v.t.{ｧ.   To   give  
the   images   an   even   greater   likeness   to   a   real   life   situation,   shadows   were  
added,   giving   them   a   three   dimensional   feel,   that   also   made   it   easier   to  
see   when   components   were   on   top   of   each   other.  

The   icons   for   the   employees   were   applied   throughout   the   rulebook  
whenever   an   employee   was   mentioned   outside   of   its   own   section,  
because   the   tests   showed   some   confusion   about   employees   mentioned  
before   they   were   explained   ｦw.u.wｧ.   This   may   also   help   the   players   learn  
which   icons   correspond   to   which   employees   faster.  

The   background   in   the   ｾnal   design   was   made   less   opaque   and   much  
lighter   than   the   one   in   the   dra┘,   in   order   to   create   a   greater   contrast  
between   the   background   and   the   text   ｦt.t.wｧ.  

し.さ.け   St‾uctu‾e   of   the   fi[al   desig[  
Because   the   structure   was   found   satisfactory   in   the   tests   ｦw.u.sｧ,   it   was  
mostly   kept   the   same   as   in   the   dra┘.   The   only   sections   that   were  
removed   were    Index ,   because   it   was   not   used   at   all   ｦw.u.tｧ   and    The  
components ,   as   it   did   not   serve   its   purpose   and   was   mostly   intimidating  
and   confusing   to   the   participants   ｦw.u.tｧ.   The   parts   of    The   components    that  
were   found   useful   in   the   tests   were   instead   moved   to   the   parts   of   the  
rulebook   where   they   came   up   naturally.   This   was   done   both   to   make   the  
experience   of   learning   the   game   more   streamlined,   and   to   make   it   easier  
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to   look   up   rules   during   play.   The   ｾrst   section   presented   in   the   ｾnal  
design   of   the   rulebook   was    Welcome   to   curators ,   with   a   list   of   what  
components   are   in   the   game   box   as   well   as   the   objective   of   the   game.  
This   section   was   new   for   the   Final   design.   Following   that,   the   setup   and  
then   the   bulk   of   the   rules   were   presented,   a┘er   which   the   game   end   and  
scoring   was   put,   just   like   in   the   dra┘.   A   glossary,   which   was   not   present   in  
the   dra┘,   was   added   at   the   end   of   the   rulebook,   to   make   looking   up   terms  
and   rules   easier.   To   mitigate   the   problems   found   in   the   solo   test,   where  
the   participant   had   to   ｿip   a   lot   back   and   forth   between   the   solo   rules   and  
the   main   rules   ｦw.u.zｧ,   the   solo   rules   were   moved   to   a   separate   Solo  
rulebook.   This   will   make   it   easier   for   solo   players   to   look   up   things   in   the  
main   rules   while   also   looking   at   the   solo   rules.   Another   reason   for   putting  
the   solo   rules   in   a   separate   book   was   so   those   not   playing   solo   would   not  
have   to   ｿip   past   them   when   looking   through   the   main   rules.  

し.さ.く   No[-‾ules   i[   the   fi[al   desig[  
Because    The   components    section   was   removed,   the   list   of    What’s   in   the   box  
had   to   be   moved   to   another   section.   Since   one   participant   seemed   to  
want   images   by   the   items   in   this   list   ｦw.u.tｧ,   and   since   the   list   would   no  
longer   be   presented   next   to   lists   with   reference   images   for   the  
components,   the   list   would   need   to   have   room   for   images   of   all   the  
components.    What’s   in   the   box    was   therefore   placed   at   the   beginning   of  
the   new   section    Welcome   to   curators    ｦFigure   urｧ.  

 
Figure   30.   What’s   in   the   box   in   the   final   design.  

The    Welcome   to   Curators    section   starts   with   the   introductory   thematic   text,  
followed   by   a   box   within   which   the   list   of    What’s   in   the   box ,   together   with  
images   of   all   the   components,   was   placed   ｦFigure   urｧ.   The   list   was   placed  
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in   a   box   to   make   it   clearer   that   it   was   not   part   of   the   regular   rules,   and   to  
make   it   clearly   grouped,   using   the   principle   of   common   region   ｦt.wｧ,   even  
though   the   list   items   were   fairly   spread   out   to   make   room   for   the   images,  
making   it   hard   for   it   to   utilize   the   principle   of   proximity   ｦt.wｧ.  

し.さ.け   Objectiﾄe   i[   the   fi[al   desig[  
During   the   tests,   the    Objective    was   found   to   be   well   placed,   but   as   one  
survey   respondent   expressed   they   wanted   a   “short   version   of   what   the  
game   is”   at   the   beginning   of   the   rulebook   it   seemed   that   it   could   be   more  
ｿeshed   out,   meaning   it   would   no   longer   ｾt   on   the   same   spread   as   the  
Setup .   Therefore   it   was   put   in   the   new   section    Welcome   to   Curators ,   which  
then   became   an   introduction   to   the   game   ｦFigure   usｧ.  

 
Figure   31.   Objective   in   the   final   design.  

The   objective   ｦFigure   usｧ   was   divided   into    Overview ,   giving   a   brief  
introduction   to   how   the   game   is   played,   and    Goal   of   the   game ,   giving  
information   regarding   how   the   game   is   won.   Representational   images  
ｦt.xｧ   were   added   to   clarify   and   make   the   text   easier   to   understand.   Under  
Goal   of   the   game ,   the   icon   used   for   VPs   was   presented   within   the   text   when  
VPs   were   mentioned.   This   was   done   to   make   it   easier   for   players   to   later  
recognize   those   icons   on   the   wings   and   contracts.  

し.さ.こ   Setup   i[   the   fi[al   desig[  
Since   the   objective   was   moved,   the    Setup    ｦFigure   utｧ   received   its   own   full  
spread   in   the   ｾnal   design.  
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Figure   32.   Setup   in   the   final   design.  

Because   the    Setup    ｦFigure   utｧ   got   its   own   spread,   it   was   possible   to   let   the  
setup   image   take   up   more   space,   and   therefore   be   more   logically   laid   out  
than   in   the   dra┘.   In   order   to   have   the   items   in   the   image   in   close   to   the  
same   order   as   they   are   presented   in   the   setup   list,   without   having   any  
components   spanning   across   both   pages,   the   image   was   placed   ｾrst   in   the  
spread,   followed   by   the   list.   The   numbered   list   with   reference   letters   was  
praised   in   the   tests   ｦw.u.vｧ,   so   both   parts   were   kept.   However,   as   it   was  
confusing   to   have   the   numbers   and   the   letters   look   the   same,   the  
numbers   was   changed   to   just   numbers   without   a   circular   background.  
The   letter   references   were   also   redesigned   to   ｾt   the   color   of   the   page,  
make   the   letters   more   readable,   and   make   it   clearer   that   they   were   not  
part   of   the   components   themselves.   The   reference   letters   in   the   image  
were   placed   slightly   on   top   of   the   components,   to   make   them   clearly  
grouped   using   the   principle   of   connectedness   ｦt.wｧ.   Since   some   groups  
had   problems   understanding   that   the   wings   should   be   placed   in   a   spiral,  
the   spiral   in   the   image   was   made   clearer   both   by   making   it   less   tight   and  
with   the   help   of   a   dark   shadow   following   the   shape   of   the   spiral.   To   make  
the   setup   look   more   realistic,   the   tokens   were   put   in   semi   scrambled   piles  
instead   of   the   neat   rows   that   confused   one   group.   It   was   also   decided   to  
specify   the   setup   image   as   a   t   player   setup,   and   including   both   player  
areas   instead   of   just   one,   in   order   to   have   the   image   be   as   close   as  
possible   to   a   real   life   situation.  

し.さ.さ   Rules/hoﾅ   to   plaﾋ   i[   the   fi[al   desig[  
Your   turn    ｦFigure   uuｧ   was   kept   mostly   the   same   as   in   the   dra┘,   since   there  
were   no   issues   concerning   it.  
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Figure   33.   Your   turn   in   the   final   design.  

In   order   to   make   the   choices   one   has   on   one’s   turn   clearer,   the   two  
choices   were   aligned   as   suggested   by   two   survey   respondents   ｦw.u.wｧ,   as  
seen   in   Figure   uu.   The   initial   list   that   listed   the   choices   was   removed   and  
instead   each   choice   was   half   boxed   in   with   an   “OR”   in   between   them.  
Above   these,   it   was   stated   that   one   of   them   had   to   be   done   on   one’s   turn.  
The   paragraph   about   double   allocations   was   given   its   own   headline   to  
make   the   information   easier   to   ｾnd,   and   the   example   was   clariｾed   with  
images.   This   was   done   to   accommodate   those   that,   in   the   tests,   were  
confused   about   double   allocations   and   had   a   hard   time   ｾnding   the  
information   ｦw.u.wｧ.  

The   tests   showed   that   the    Employee   actions    section   was   very   good   already  
in   the   dra┘   ｦw.u.wｧ.   Therefore   it   was   kept   mostly   the   same,   beginning   with  
an   overview   ｦFigure   uvｧ   and   continuing   with   in   depth   descriptions   of  
each   employee   action   ｦFigure   uwｧ.  

 
Figure   34.   Overview   of   employee   actions   in   the   final   design.  

The   overview   of   the   actions   ｦFigure   uvｧ   consists   of   short   introductions   to  
how   each   employee   functions.   Each   employee   is   presented   with   their  
icon,   and   in   the   same   order   they   are   later   presented   in   full.   Only   two  
changes   were   made   to   the   overview   of   all   the   actions   from   the   dra┘.   The  
ｾrst   change   was   that   the   introductory   text   was   li┘ed   up   above   all   the  
actions,   so   the   actions   aligned   better   with   each   other.   The   second   change  
was   that   a   line   referencing   the    Quick   reference    was   added   a┘er   the   actions  
were   presented,   in   order   to   help   more   people   ｾnd   the    Quick   reference  
since   some   groups   missed   that   it   existed   ｦw.u.{ｧ.  
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Figure   35.   In   depth   descriptions   of   employee   actions   in   the   final   design.  

The   employee   action   descriptions   ｦFigure   uwｧ   were   also   kept   mostly   the  
same   as   in   the   dra┘.   They   each   start   with   a   numbered   list   of   what   to   do  
when   taking   that   speciｾc   action   because   lists   help   us   understand  
information   ｦt.s.uｧ.   The   actions   are   then   described   fully   and   rules   related  
to   the   action   are   explained.   The   descriptions   are   accompanied   by  
examples   and   images   to   clarify   the   actions,   as   the   pre-study   survey  
showed   that   players   want   this   ｦv.t.{ｧ.   At   the   beginning   of   each   actions  
description   is   a   paragraph   of   thematic   text   that   is   not   necessary   to   read   to  
understand   the   rules,   but   that   ties   together   with   the   actions   so   those  
reading   it   can   better   understand   why   the   actions   work   the   way   they   do,  
because   it   helps   them   have   the   right   expectations   ｦt.v.sｧ.   The   biggest  
change   from   the   dra┘   was   that,   for   each   employee,   a   numbered   list   was  
added   of   what   to   do   when   double   allocating   that   employee.   The   lines   that  
state   that   the   lists   describe   how   to   double   allocate   were   bolded   to   make  
the   lists   easier   to   ｾnd.   This   change   was   made   to   clarify   all   employees  
double   allocations   and   making   lookup   of   rules   more   convenient,   as   some  
test   groups   had   issues   with   this   ｦw.u.wｧ.   The   necessary   component  
explanations,   namely   noting   what   the   archive   and   the   visitor   track   is,  
were   added   to   their   relevant   sections.   To   not   distract   from   the   rules,   it  
was   done   by   having   an   arrow   from   the   ｾrst   instance   of   them   being  
named   towards   an   image   of   how   they   look.   

The   starting   exhibit   and   how   the   rules   concerning   it   worked   confused  
many   of   the   groups   ｦw.u.wｧ.   However,   before   they   even   got   any   feedback  
from   the   rulebook   tests,   the   publishers   had   already   decided   to   remove  
this   from   the   game.   Thanks   to   this   decision,   the   only   thing   that   had   to   be  
done   concerning   this   was   removing   the   rules   regarding   the   starting  
exhibit   from   the   rulebook.  

The    Completing   contracts    section   ｦFigure   uxｧ   was   another   one   where   only  
small   changes   were   made   for   the   ｾnal   version.  
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Figure   36.   Completing   contracts   in   the   final   design.  

Just   like   in   the   dra┘,   the   basics   of   how   to   complete   contracts   was  
presented   in   a   list   ｦFigure   uxｧ   for   easy   access   and   understanding   ｦt.s.uｧ.  
More   in   depth   information   and   conditions   were   presented   in   body   text.  
A   pictorial   example   was   placed   next   to   the   information   with   unimportant  
parts   of   the   image   at   a   lower   opacity,   in   order   to   help   the   players   quickly  
see   how   a   contract   can   be   completed,   using   the   principle   of   similarity  
ｦt.wｧ.   Since   there   was   some   confusion   during   the   tests   regarding   the  
wildcard   symbols   on   the   contract   cards   ｦw.u.wｧ,   the   contract   for   the  
explanatory   example   was   changed   to   one   including   a   wildcard   symbol.   As  
this   might   be   a   bit   less   intuitive   to   understand,   and   in   order   to   make   it  
ever   clearer   that   contracts   can   be   rotated,   the   image   was   turned   into   a  
complete   example   within   an   example   box,   and   an   example   text   was  
added.  

し.さ.し   Victo‾ﾋ/gaZe   e[d   i[   the   fi[al   desig[  
The   game   end   section   ｦFigure   uzｧ   was   kept   structurally   the   same   as   in   the  
dra┘.  
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Figure   37.   Game   end   in   the   final   design.  

Because   no   issues   were   found   with   the    Game   end    section   of   the   dra┘  
during   the   testing,   no   changes   were   made   to   the   structure   and   nothing  
major   was   added   in   the   ｾnal   design   ｦFigure   uzｧ.   The   game   end   trigger   was  
addressed   ｾrst,   shown   in   a   numbered   list   ｦt.s.uｧ   and   through   some   body  
text.   The    Scoring    was   also   presented   in   a   list   that   could   be   followed   in  
order   without   any   problem.   The   objects   were   placed   last   so   the   other  
things   that   are   dependent   on   the   placement   of   the   objects   have   already  
been   counted   by   that   point.   The   objects   can   therefore   be   picked   up  
during   the   counting   process,   making   it   easier   without   that   disrupting   the  
rest   of   the   scoring   process.   An   in   depth   example   of   a   complete   scoring  
was   also   provided.   The   one   change   from   the   dra┘   was   that   one   sentence  
was   added,   explicitly   stating   that   the   winner   is   the   player   with   the   most  
points.  

し.さ.す   Glossa‾ﾋ   i[   the   fi[al   desig[  
The   newly   added    Glossary    ｦFigure   u{ｧ   serves   a   few   diｽerent   purposes.  
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Figure   38.   Glossary   in   the   final   design.  

Since   the    Index    was   removed,   one   of   the   purposes   of   the    Glossary    ｦFigure  
u{ｧ   is   to   serve   as   a   page   reference   based   on   the   keywords   presented.  
Another   purpose   of   the    Glossary    is   to   explain   those   keywords   in   case  
anyone   is   confused   about   them   at   any   point.   This   mostly   felt   necessary  
because    The   components    was   removed,   and   some   lookups   of   them   might  
be   necessary   for   some   players.   The    Glossary    was   designed   as   a   list,   where  
each   keyword   was   a   list   item.   Most   keywords   were   paired   with   an   image  
that   explained   it,   or   an   explanatory   text   if   an   image   did   not   suﾀce.   A┘er  
the   explanation   was   provided,   all   pages   where   more   information   about  
this   keyword   could   be   found   were   referenced,   using   the   color   coding  
ｦw.v.s.vｧ.  

し.さ.せ   Quick   ‾efe‾e[ce   i[   the   fi[al   desig[  
The    Quick   reference    page   was   found   to   be   very   useful   in   the   tests   of   the  
dra┘   ｦw.u.{ｧ,   but   some   changes   were   made   to   what   information   was  
presented   in   it   in   the   ｾnal   design   ｦFigure   u9ｧ.  
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Figure   39.   Quick   reference   in   the   final   design.  

Since   it   was   brought   up   in   the   tests,   the   choices   one   has   on   one’s   turn  
were   added   to   the    Quick   reference    page   ｦFigure   u9ｧ,   as   well   as   the   new  
double   allocation   lists   from   the    Employee   actions    section.   To   make   room  
for   this,   the   information   about    Game   end    and    Scoring    that   was   there   before  
had   to   be   removed.   However,   since   the   solo   rules   were   moved   from   the  
last   pages   of   the   rulebook   to   its   own   book,   the    Game   end    section   was   now  
right   at   the   back   of   the   rulebook,   making   the   information   easy   to   ｾnd  
anyway.   It   is   also   information   that   is   not   really   necessary   during   the  
course   of   the   game,   and   should   therefore   not   take   up   room   on   the    Quick  
reference .   The   information   about   each   employee   action   was   kept   in   the  
Quick   reference ,   as   some   groups   mentioned   that   this   was   what   they   mostly  
looked   at   ｦw.u.{ｧ.  

し.さ.そ   Solo   plaﾋ   i[   the   fi[al   desig[  
The   solo   test   showed   that   it   was   necessary   to   look   at   both   the   solo   rules  
and   the   main   rules   at   virtually   the   same   time.   To   make   this   easier,   and   to  
make   sure   those   not   playing   solo   would   not   have   to   ｿip   past   several   pages  
of   solo   rules,   it   was   decided   a   dedicated   Solo   rulebook   was   to   be   made.  
The   Solo   rulebook   was   structured   much   like   the    Solo   play    pages   from   the  
dra┘,   though   the   Solo   rulebook   was   made   narrower   than   the   regular  
rulebook.   This   was   done   so   it   would   be   easy   to   distinguish   the   main  
rulebook   from   the   solo   rulebook,   utilizing   the   principle   of   similarity   ｦt.wｧ  
by   removing   similarity   for   objects   that   ought   not   to   be   grouped,   and  
because   the   solo   rulebook   would   not   have   the   same   amount   of  
information   packed   into   it   as   the   main   rulebook.   On   the   ｾrst   spread   of  
the   Solo   rulebook,   an   introduction   as   well   as   all   rule   changes   were  
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presented   ｦFigure   vrｧ.   The   rest   of   the   pages   shows   all   the    Missions    ｦFigure  
vsｧ.  

 
Figure   40.   Introduction   and   rule   changes   in   Solo   play   in   the   final   design.  

To   make   it   easier   for   solo   players   to   see   what   rules   are   diｽerent   in    Solo  
play ,   the   rule   changes   were   separated   into   the   same   sections   as   the   main  
rulebook   ｦFigure   vrｧ.   Each   sections   rule   changes   were   presented   with   a  
headline   using   the   same   color   coding,   including   the   symbol   for   color  
blindness   ｦw.v.s.vｧ,   as   in   the   main   rulebook.   The   changes   were,   when  
applicable,   presented   in   lists   ｦt.s.uｧ.  

 
Figure   41.   Missions   in   Solo   play   in   the   final   design.  

In   the   presentations   of   the    Missions    ｦFigure   vsｧ   it   was   changed   how   each  
missions   objective   was   presented,   compared   to   the   dra┘.   They   were  
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divided   into   what   was   the   actual   objective   of   the   mission,   meaning   what  
is   necessary   to   win,   and   what   was   rather   restrictions   that   the   objective  
had   to   be   completed   within.   The   Solo   rulebook   was   made   with   room   for  
more   missions,   as   the   publishers   are   intending   to   create   more   before   the  
game   is   released.  
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す   Eﾄaluatio[  
To   evaluate   the   ｾnal   design,   x   tests   through   learn   and   play   ｦu.u.uｧ   were  
conducted   with   varying   number   of   participants   in   each   test   group.   In  
total,   there   were   su   participants   with   varying   degrees   of   board-gaming  
experience,   but   all   had   played   board   games   prior   to   the   tests.   There   were  
sr   male   and   u   female   participants.   One   participant   had   deuteranopia,   a  
severe   form   of   red-green   color   blindness.   Table   {   shows   the   distribution  
of   participants   in   the   test.  

Table   8.   Number   of   participants   for   each   test   in   the   final   Learn   &   Play   test   run  

Test   s   Test   t   Test   u   Test   v   Test   w   Test   x  

t   Ps   s   Ps   t   Ps   t   Ps   v   Ps   t   Ps  

す.く   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   st‾uctu‾e   a[d   oﾄe‾all   desig[   of  
the   fi[al   desig[  
First   of   all,   u   of   the   x   groups   had   positive   comments   about   the   quality   of  
the   ｾnal   rulebook   overall.   t   of   those   also   thought   the   rulebook   was  
perspicuous.   All   of   the   x   groups   agreed   that   the   order   the   things   were  
presented   in   was   good.   s   group   mentioned   the   order   as   logical   while  
another   group   noted   that   it   was   progressing   step-by-step   with   the   game.  
v   groups   mentioned   that   it   was   easy   to   look   up   rules   during   play.   s   of   the  
groups   noted   that   it   was   easy   because   you   almost   always   knew   which  
employee   to   look   under,   and   they   were   easy   to   ｾnd.   t   groups   mentioned  
that   it   was   easy   to   look   up   rules   because   the   rulebook   is   not   that   long.  

w   of   the   x   groups   noted   that   the   thematic   text   was   clearly   separated   from  
the   rule   text,   and   s   group   thought   it   was   nice   to   have   it   spread   out  
throughout   the   rulebook   as   it   breaks   up   the   text   in   a   nice   way.   However,   v  
groups   thought   the   thematic   text   was   a   bit   diﾀcult   to   read.   s   group  
thought   the   same   for   the   smaller   headlines.  

u   of   the   groups   mentioned   that   it   was   easy   to   identify   what   was   examples.  
s   group   noted   that   they   started   to   recognize   them   a┘er   seeing   just   a  
couple   of   them.   v   groups   noted   that   the   examples   helped   clarify   the  
rules.   s   group   o┘en   used   the   examples   to   conｾrm   that   they   had  
understood   the   rules   correctly.   s   group   mentioned   that   there   was   a   good  
amount   of   examples   and   that   they   were   not   too   complicated.  

s   group   mentioned   that   the   lists   made   the   rules   easier   to   grasp.   s   group  
praised   the   use   of   the   employee   icons   throughout   the   rulebook.   u   groups  
mentioned   that   the   images   used   were   good   for   conveying   the   rules.   s   of  
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them   also   mentioned   there   being   a   good   amount   of   images.   s   group   liked  
the   usage   of   the   color   coding   on   page   references.   However,   no   groups  
made   any   comment   on   the   color   coding   other   that   that.   The   color   blind  
participant   did   not   have   any   issues   with   the   rulebook   caused   by   their  
color   blindness.  

す.け   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   [o[-‾ules   of   the   fi[al   desig[  
s   group   noted   that   they   did   not   use   the    What’s   in   the   box    list,   but   that   they  
would   have   if   they   had   bought   the   game   themselves.   

Some   groups   used   the    Glossary ,   mostly   to   look   up   terms,   but   most   felt  
they   did   not   need   to.  

す.こ   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   objectiﾄe   of   the   fi[al   desig[  
s   of   the   x   groups   mentioned   that   the   depth   of   the    Overview    was  
satisfactory.   They   also   thought   it   was   good   that   everything   was  
mentioned,   and   that   the   information   was   good   to   have   at   the   back   of  
their   minds   during   the   further   reading.   Another   group,   however,   felt   the  
Overview    used   too   many   keywords   and   gave   a   bit   too   much   information,  
resulting   in   confusion.   That   same   group   mentioned   that   it   was   good   that  
it   was   spelled   out   what   gives   points   under    Goal   of   the   game .  

す.さ   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   setup   of   the   fi[al   desig[  
v   of   the   x   groups   thought   the   setup   was   clear.   s   of   the   groups   mentioned  
that   the   stepwise   instructions   were   good.   For   t   groups   it   was   noted   that  
the   placement   of   the   setup   image   before   the   instructions   created   some  
problems.   s   group   only   mentioned   that   it   looks   a   bit   weird   before   the  
instructions   are   read,   but   the   other   group   neglected   to   read   the  
instructional   text   properly,   and   instead   just   went   with   what   the   image  
showed.   This   worked   quite   well,   but   some   small   things   were   missed.   s  
group   mentioned   that   it   was   good   to   have   the   information   about   wings  
for   diｽerent   player   counts   in   its   own   box.   They   said   it   made   the  
information   easy   to   ｾnd.  

す.し   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   ‾ules/hoﾅ   to   plaﾋ   of   the   fi[al  
desig[  
t   out   of   x   groups   thought   the   layout   of    Your   turn    was   a   bit   confusing,  
because   the   example   relating   to   double   allocations   is   placed   beneath  
Draw   new   contracts .   s   group   wanted   to   know   what   to   do   with   the   contracts  
while   reading    Your   turn .   
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t   groups   noted   that   the   archive   is   mentioned   before   it   has   been  
explained,   during   the   overview   of   the   employees.   This   confused   them  
and   made   them   look   it   up   under   the   employee   or   in   the    Glossary .  

s   group   mentioned   that   the   employees   are   presented   in   a   good   order.  
Another   group   noted   that   the   structure   of   each   employee   was   good   and  
made   it   easy   to   understand   how   they   worked.   A   third   group   thought   that  
the   icons   in   the   employee   headlines,   as   well   as   their   separation   into  
separate   columns,   made   each   employee   easy   to   ｾnd.  

For   all   groups   there   were   some   misunderstandings   regarding   how   the  
employees   worked   when   double   allocating   them.   t   groups   made   a  
mistake   when   double   allocating   the   Carpenter,   t   groups   made   a   mistake  
when   double   allocating   the   Archaeologist,   and   s   group   made   a   mistake  
when   double   allocating   the   Collection   manager.   t   groups   noted   that   the  
instructions   for   how   to   double   allocate   the   Collection   manager   as   well   as  
the   Researcher   was   ambiguous.   However,   they   did   understand   how   they  
were   meant   to   work.   

す.す   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   ﾄicto‾ﾋ/gaZe   e[d   of   the   fi[al  
desig[  
Almost   all   groups   neglected   to   give   the   person   triggering   the   game   end  
an   object.   Some   groups   also   missed   that   the   role   change   disc   was   to   be  
ｿipped   at   that   time   as   well.   s   group   mentioned   that   it   was   hard   to   see  
where,   in   the   scoring   example,   the   contracts   were   completed.  

す.せ   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   solo   plaﾋ   of   the   fi[al   desig[  
The   solo   player   had   some   issues   with   realizing   and   remembering   what  
was   diｽerent   between   the   main   rules   and   the   solo   rules.   Even   though  
they   looked   in   the   solo   rulebook   ｾrst,   they   started   setting   up   the   game   as  
if   for   multiplayer.   A┘er   realizing   that   mistake,   they   made   sure   to   look   at  
both   the   main   rules   and   the   solo   rules   simultaneously.   They   did   note   that  
it   was   good   to   have   the   missions   in   a   separate   book,   so   they   could   look   at  
them   while   looking   up   rules   in   the   main   rulebook   during   play.  

す.そ   Test   ‾esults   ‾ega‾di[g   the   }uick   ‾efe‾e[ce   of   the   fi[al  
desig[  
v   out   of   the   x   groups   mentioned   that   the    Quick   reference    was   very   good.  
Most   of   them   noted   that   the   fact   that   there   was   a   quick   reference   at   all  
was   a   huge   plus.   When   one   participant   found   it   during   that   groups  
readthrough   of   the   rules,   they   said   “I   found   this   page,   it’s   the   best   page”  
ｦauthor’s   translationｧ.   s   group   mentioned   that   they   almost   only   looked   at  
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the    Quick   reference ,   and   did   not   need   to   look   in   the   actual   rulebook,  
during   the   game.   However,   that   group   did   want   the   information   about  
how   to   draw   new   contracts   to   be   presented   on   the    Quick   reference .    
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せ   A[alﾋsis  
The   analysis   was   conducted   by   comparing   the   test   results   from   the  
testing   of   the   dra┘   ｦw.uｧ   and   of   the   ｾnal   design   ｦxｧ,   and   then   analysing  
what   these   diｽerences,   and   the   results   themselves,   meant.   Lastly,   a  
conclusion   was   drawn   based   on   the   analysis.  

せ.く   A[alﾋsis   of   the   st‾uctu‾e   a[d   oﾄe‾all   desig[  
The   order   of   the   sections   was   already   considered   to   be   quite   good   in   the  
dra┘,   with   w   out   of   z   groups   mentioning   it   in   the   tests.   However,   the   order  
seemed   to   have   improved   in   the   ｾnal   design,   since   all   groups   agreed   that  
it   was   good   in   the   ｾnal   tests.   This   could   mean   that   the   choices   to   remove  
the    Index    and    The   components ,   and   adding   the    Glossary ,   were   correct.  
Either   way,   the   general   order,   based   on   t.z,   can   be   seen   as   successful.  

In   the   tests   of   the   dra┘,   all   groups   agreed   that   the   examples   were   clearly  
separated   in   the   rules.   In   the   tests   of   the   ｾnal   design   however,   only   half   of  
the   groups   mentioned   this.   In   the   ｾrst   round   of   tests,   all   groups   were  
speciｾcally   asked   about   this   in   order   to   ｾnd   out   if   the   boxes   worked   or   if  
they   needed   to   be   changed   drastically.   Since   the   example   boxes   in   the  
ｾnal   design   were   not   changed   much   from   the   dra┘,   it   was   not   deemed  
necessary   to   ask   all   groups   about   the   examples   in   the   ｾnal   tests.  
Therefore,   when   the   participant   mentioned   that   the   examples   were  
clearly   separated   from   the   rules,   they   did   so   of   their   own   accord.   Because  
of   this,   the   separation   of   examples   from   the   rules   is   considered   equally  
successful   in   the   dra┘   and   the   ｾnal   design.   That,   in   turn,   tells   us   that  
using   the   principle   of   common   region   ｦt.wｧ   does   not   only   group   the  
elements   inside   the   region,   it   also   separates   those   elements   from   other  
elements   in   the   publication.  

All   groups   in   the   tests   of   the   dra┘   agreed   that   the   thematic   text   was  
clearly   separated   from   the   rules   in   the   dra┘.   Almost   all   groups   in   the   ｾnal  
tests,   w   out   of   x,   mentioned   this   for   the   ｾnal   design.   Just   like   with   the  
examples,   there   was   an   explicit   question   about   the   thematic   text   in   the  
test   of   the   dra┘   that   was   not   present   in   the   test   of   the   ｾnal   design,   making  
the   mentions   in   the   ｾnal   design   more   signiｾcant.   This   means   that   the  
thematic   text   can   be   considered   separated   enough   from   the   rules   both   in  
the   dra┘   and   in   the   ｾnal   design.   Since   this   separation   was   purely   done  
with   the   use   of   hierarchy   ｦt.s.tｧ,   it   shows   how   powerful   hierarchy   can   be.  
However,   v   of   the   x   groups   in   the   ｾnal   tests   thought   the   thematic   text   was  
a   bit   diﾀcult   to   read.   This   might   be   because   of   the   typeface,   but   as   no  
groups   had   any   issues   with   the   headlines,   except   for   the   smaller   ones,  
that   use   the   same   typeface,   it   might   be   a   combination   of   the   typeface   and  
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the   small   font   size.   The   problem   might   be   possible   to   ｾx   by   choosing   a  
heavier   weight   of   the   typeface.   This   shows   us   that   you   have   to   be   careful  
when   creating   hierarchy   and   contrast   with   diｽerent   typefaces.  
Readability   should   be   the   top   priority,   and   choosing   too   funky   or   too  
thin   typefaces   might   counteract   that.   Both   in   the   tests   of   the   dra┘   and   in  
the   tests   of   the   ｾnal   design,   s   of   the   groups   mentioned   that   it   was   good  
that   the   thematic   text   was   presented   throughout   the   book.  

The   color   coding   in   the   dra┘   was   mentioned   as   good   by   v   of   the   z   groups  
in   the   tests   of   the   dra┘,   as   well   as   by   u   of   the   survey   respondents.   The  
only   mention   of   the   color   coding   in   the   tests   of   the   ｾnal   design   was   that  
one   group   liked   the   usage   of   the   color   coding   on   the   page   references.  
Since   the   color   coding   was   barely   changed   from   the   dra┘   to   the   ｾnal  
design,   the   absence   of   any   mentions   of   it   was   surprising.   One   change  
from   the   dra┘   was   that   each   color   was   applied   consistently   throughout   its  
section,   which   might   have   made   the   color   coding   on   the   sides   stand   out  
less.   One   must   also   remember   that   the   absence   of   mentions   is   not   the  
same   as   absence   of   usefulness.   The   groups   might   have   used   the   color  
coding,   but   forgot   to   mention   it   later,   or   they   might   have   used   it  
unconsciously.   The   absence   of   mentions   of   the   color   coding   might   also  
indicate   that   the   overall   structure   of   the   ｾnal   design   of   the   rulebook   was  
good   enough   that   the   color   coding   was   barely   needed.   This   is   supported  
by   several   groups   in   the   ｾnal   tests   mentioning   that   it   was   easy   to   look   up  
rules   in   the   rulebook,   even   though   they   did   not   mention   the   color  
coding.  

No   mentions   of   the   images   were   made   in   the   tests   of   the   dra┘,   but   in   the  
tests   of   the   ｾnal   design,   u   groups   mentioned   them   being   good   at  
conveying   the   rules.   The   images   were   kept   almost   the   same   in   the   ｾnal  
design   as   in   the   dra┘,   with   the   only   real   change   being   the   addition   of  
shadows.   This   can   be   interpreted   to   mean   that,   for   images   trying   to   show  
physical   components,   shadows   are   important   for   us   to   understand   the  
images   properly.   This   is   probably   especially   true   when   several  
components   are   placed   on   top   of   each   other.  

Half   of   the   groups   in   the   ｾnal   tests   had   general,   positive   comments   about  
the   ｾnal   design,   that   were   not   present   in   the   tests   of   the   dra┘.   This   could  
be   interpreted   to   mean   that   the   visual   update   made   between   the   dra┘  
and   the   ｾnal   design   was   successful.  

In   summary,   the   order   of   the   sections   in   the   rulebook   was   interpreted   to  
be   successful   in   the   ｾnal   design.   The   separation   of   examples,   as   well   as  
thematic   text,   from   the   rules   was   considered   successful   in   both   the   dra┘  
and   in   the   ｾnal   design.   However,   the   thematic   text   was   a   bit   diﾀcult   to  
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read   in   the   ｾnal   design.   As   no   groups   in   the   tests   of   the   ｾnal   design  
mentioned   it,   it   is   hard   to   interpret   the   successfulness   of   the   color   coding  
in   the   ｾnal   design.   However,   it   can   be   seen   as   successful   in   the   dra┘,   and  
was   not   changed   much   for   the   ｾnal   design.   The   images   used   in   the   ｾnal  
design   can   be   interpreted   as   successful.   The   visual   update   made   between  
the   dra┘   and   the   ｾnal   design   can   be   seen   as   successful.   In   total,   the  
structure   and   overall   design   can   be   seen   as   successful   in   the   ｾnal   design.  

せ.け   A[alﾋsis   of   the   [o[-‾ules  
Because   the    Index    was,   more   or   less,   replaced   by   the    Glossary ,   the   test  
results   regarding   them   were   compared.   The    Index    was   not   used   at   all   in  
the   dra┘,   and   no   groups   in   the   tests   of   the   ｾnal   design   expressed   a   wish  
for   one   to   be   added   a┘er   it   was   removed.   Only   a   few   groups   used   the  
Glossary ,   but   it   was   actually   used.   When   it   was   used,   it   was   mostly   to   look  
up   terms,   and   not   as   a   page   reference.   All   this   makes   it   seem   that   it   was   a  
good   choice   to   remove   the    Index ,   and   that   the    Glossary    better   served   the  
the   players’   needs.   Even   though   the    Glossary    was   not   used   much,   the   fact  
that   it   was   used   at   all   is   reason   enough   to   keep   it,   as   the    Glossary    is   only  
supposed   to   be   used   in   case   of   confusion.   

The   removal   of    The   components    is   considered   to   have   had   its   desired  
eｽect.   The   confusion   that   the   section   provided   in   the   tests   of   the   dra┘  
was   not   present   at   all   in   the   ｾnal   tests,   and   there   was   no   confusion   about  
any   of   the   components,   except   for   the   mention   of   the   archive   before   it  
was   explained.   Since   the   explanation   of   the   archive   seemed   enough   ｦit  
just   needed   to   appear   at   the   ｾrst   mention   of   the   termｧ   it   is   not   necessary  
to   add   more   component   explanations.  

As   mentioned   in   the   tests   of   the   ｾnal   design,   the   participants   did   not  
really   have   a   reason   to   use   the    What’s   in   the   box    list.   Therefore   there   is   not  
enough   data   to   evaluate   if   the   list   was   successful.   In   order   to   get   such  
data,   the   test   could   have   began   with   the   participants   checking   that   they  
had   everything   necessary   to   play.  

In   summary,   removing   the    Index    and   replacing   it   with   the    Glossary    was  
considered   a   good   choice   with   a   successful   outcome.   It   was   considered  
that   the   removal   of    The   components    had   the   desired   outcome.   There   is   not  
enough   data   to   determine   if   the   changes   to    What’s   in   the   box    were  
successful.   In   total,   the   non-rules   of   the   ｾnal   design   were   considered  
successful.  
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せ.こ   A[alﾋsis   of   the   objectiﾄe  
Just   like   for   the   examples   and   the   thematic   text,   there   was   an   explicit  
question   about   the   objective   in   the   tests   of   the   dra┘,   but   not   in   the   tests   of  
the   ｾnal   design.   This   is   probably   why   there   were   no   explicit   mentions   of  
the   placement   of   the   objective   in   the   tests   of   the   ｾnal   design,   compared  
to   w   out   of   z   groups   mentioning   that   the   placement   was   good   in   the   tests  
of   the   dra┘.   In   the   tests   of   the   ｾnal   design   there   were,   however,   more  
speciｾc   mentions   about   the   depth   of   the   information   presented   in   the  
Overview .   s   group   thought   the   depth   was   satisfactory,   while   another  
group   thought   that   the    Overview    went   in   to   too   much   detail   and   used   too  
many   keywords.   This   shows   that,   no   matter   what,   you   can   not   please  
everybody.   Instead,   you   have   to   ｾgure   out   what   is   most   important:   to   give  
enough   information,   or   to   minimize   the   risk   of   confusion.   In   this   case,  
the   information   can   easily   be   skipped   if   its   viewed   as   too   detailed,  
meaning   it   is   probably   more   important   to   accommodate   those   that   want  
a   more   detailed   introduction.   Since   none   of   the   other   groups   mentioned  
anything   about   this,   it   is   also   more   likely   that   they   did   not   have   any   big  
issues   with   the   depth,   meaning   there   was   only   s   group   in   which   this   issue  
was   present.   This   indicates   that   the   objective   was   successful   overall.  

せ.さ   A[alﾋsis   of   the   setup  
The   issues   found   in   the    Setup    in   the   tests   of   the   dra┘,   namely   the  
confusion   between   the   list   numbers   and   the   reference   letters,   was  
completely   gone   in   the   ｾnal   design   according   to   the   tests.   However,   a   new  
problem   arose   in   the   ｾnal   design.   Much   can   be   learned   from   the   group   in  
the   ｾnal   tests   that   neglected   to   read   the   setup   list   properly.   It   seems   that  
they   did   this   because   the   image   was   placed   ｾrst,   which   made   them   start  
setting   up   the   game   before   even   reaching   the   instructions.   This,   of  
course,   is   a   problem,   and   shows   us   that   the   text   should   usually   precede  
the   image   in   this   type   of   situation,   where   the   image   shows   an   example   of  
what   the   text   describes.   Since   the   group   mostly   managed   to   set   the   game  
up   correctly   even   though   they   neglected   to   read   the   instruction,   this  
indicates   that   the   setup   image   was   very   good   at   showing   how   the   setup  
should   look.   It   also   indicates   that   the   problem   where   t   groups   in   the   dra┘  
tests   missed   that   the   wings   should   be   in   a   spiral   was   mitigated   in   the   ｾnal  
design.  

The   box   of   diｽerent   wings   for   diｽerent   player   counts   was   praised   in   the  
ｾnal   tests   for   making   the   information   easy   to   ｾnd.   This   was   probably   due  
to   the   use   of   the   principle   of   common   region   ｦt.wｧ   paired   with   the   box  
being   the   only   one   using   a   ｾll,   a   fact   that   created   contrast   between   that  
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box   and   all   other   boxes,   but   also   between   the   box   and   the   surrounding  
list.   Either   way,   the   design   of   the   box   seem   to   have   served   its   purpose.  

In   summary,   the   fact   that   the   setup   image   was   before   the   instructional  
text   in   the    Setup    created   a   problem   where   s   group   did   not   read   the  
instructional   text   properly.   This   could   be   ｾxed   by   rearranging   the   layout  
of   the   setup   so   the   instructions   come   ｾrst.   It   did,   however,   indicate   that  
the   setup   image   was   quite   successful   in   explaining   the   setup   even   without  
properly   reading   the   text.   The   box   of   diｽerent   wings   for   diｽerent   player  
amounts   was   considered   successful.   Overall,   the   setup   of   the   ｾnal   design  
was   successful.  

せ.し   A[alﾋsis   of   the   ‾ules/hoﾅ   to   plaﾋ   
The   choice   of   aligning   the   two   choices   in    Your   turn    in   the   ｾnal   design,  
based   on   comments   from   t   survey   respondents   in   the   tests   of   the   dra┘,  
seem   to   have   created   an   issue   in   the   ｾnal   tests.   It   was   mentioned   by   t  
groups   that   the   layout   of    Your   turn    was   confusing   in   the   ｾnal   design,  
because   the   example   relating   to   double   allocations   was   placed   beneath  
Draw   new   contracts .   This   can   be   because   of   the   readers   expectations   ｦt.v.sｧ  
of   how   the   columns   work.   Previously   in   the   rulebook,   and   usually   when  
columns   are   used   in   books   and   newspapers,   they   are   read   by   ｾrst   reading  
the   le┘-most   column   top   to   bottom,   before   moving   on   to   the   next  
column.   It   can   also   be   confusing   because   of   the   principle   of   proximity  
ｦt.wｧ,   since   the   gutter   between   the   columns   is   bigger   than   the   distance  
between   the   example   box   and    Draw   new   contracts .   This   means   that   the  
example   box   is   not   just   placed   in   the   same   column   as    Draw   new   contracts ,  
it   is   actually   physically   closer   to   it   than   to    Double   allocate   employees .   It  
would   have   been   interesting   to   know   if   it   would   have   helped   to   utilize   the  
principle   of   proximity   ｦt.wｧ,   by   having   the   distance   between   the   example  
box   and    Draw   new   contracts    be   greater   than   the   distance   between   the  
example   box   and    Double   allocate   employees .   The   layout   of    Your   turn    was,   in  
the   ｾnal   design,   not   entirely   successful.   However,   no   issues   with   actually  
understanding   the   presented   information   was   detected.  

In   the   tests   of   both   the   dra┘   and   the   ｾnal   design,   the   order   of   the  
employees   was   mentioned   as   good.   Since   the   order   had   not   changed  
between   them,   no   change   in   results   was   expected,   but   the   fact   that   the  
order   was   brought   up   as   “good”   in   both   tests   indicate   that   the   chosen  
order   was   successful.   Since   the   order   of   the   employees   was   chosen   based  
on   the   order   they   would   come   up   in   play,   and   the   way   they   build   on   each  
other,   that   way   of   deciding   the   order   of   actions   could   also   be   seen   as  
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successful,   and   could   probably   be   implemented   in   other   rulebooks   as  
well.  

The   use   of   the   employee   icons   in   the   headlines   was   praised   both   in   the  
dra┘   tests   and   in   the   ｾnal   tests,   mostly   for   making   the   employees   easier  
to   ｾnd.   In   the   ｾnal   tests,   the   use   of   them   throughout   the   text   was   also  
praised.   This   indicates   that   the   participants   found   it   easier   to   search   for  
icons   than   words,   making   the   use   of   icons   in   the   ｾnal   design   successful,  
and   that   is   probably   not   unique   to   this   situation.   Therefore,   if   concepts  
and   components   in   the   game   already   has   icons   linked   to   them,   it   can   be  
construed   that   the   use   of   those   icons   in   the   rulebook   can   be   used   both   to  
help   the   players   ｾnd   information   related   to   them,   and   to   help   the   players  
learn   the   meaning   of   the   icons.   This   is   especially   important   if   the   icons  
are   arbitrary   ｦt.x.sｧ.   

In   the   tests   of   the   dra┘,   some   small   misunderstandings   regarding   double  
allocations   were   detected   in   most   groups.   Because   of   this,   the   double  
allocation   for   each   employee   was   described   more   in   depth   in   the   ｾnal  
design,   in   the   hopes   of   solving   the   problem.   Unfortunately,   the   confusion  
about   the   double   allocations   was   found   to   be   greater,   and   in   all   groups  
instead   of   most,   in   the   tests   of   the   ｾnal   design.   From   this,   we   can   learn  
that   more   information   is   not   always   better.   The   problem   probably   arose  
from   there   being   too   much   information,   and   from   much   of   that   was   just  
repetitions   of   that   had   already   been   said.   This   probably   meant   that   the  
participants   did   not   read   the   double   allocation   lists   properly,   and  
therefore   missed   the   information   that   actually   mattered   and   was  
diｽerent.   You   could   say   that   the   information   got   buried   in   the   repetitions  
around   it.   So,   this   change   was   deｾnitely   not   successful,   but   a   solution  
could   be   to   go   back   to   only   mentioning   what   really   matters   regarding  
double   allocations,   but   to   keep   the   bolded   introductory   lines   that   made  
the   information   easier   to   ｾnd.  

The   starting   exhibit   confused   a   number   of   groups   in   the   tests   of   the   dra┘.  
However,   before   they   even   got   any   feedback   from   these   tests,   the  
publishers   decided   to   remove   this   component   from   the   game,   easily  
ｾxing   this   problem.   From   this,   it   can   be   learned   that   some   issues   might  
not   need   to   be   addressed   in   the   rulebook   itself.   Sometimes   the   most  
sensible   thing   to   do   is   to   change   the   rules   to   make   the   game   easier   to  
learn.  

To   summarize,   the   layout   of    Your   turn    was   not   entirely   successful   in   the  
ｾnal   design.   However,   no   huge   problems   in   the   learning   experience   were  
identiｾed   because   of   it.   The   order   the   employees   were   explained   in   was  
considered   successful   in   both   the   dra┘   and   the   ｾnal   design.   The   use   of  
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employee   icons   in   the   ｾnal   design   was   interpreted   as   successful.   The  
change   in   how   double   allocations   were   explained   from   the   dra┘   to   the  
ｾnal   design   was   not   considered   successful.   However,   it   could   probably   be  
improved   by   only   mentioning   what   really   matters,   but   keeping   the  
changes   that   made   the   information   easier   to   ｾnd.   The   situation   with   the  
starting   exhibit   shows   that   sometimes   it   is   better   to   change   the   rules   to  
make   it   easier   to   explain.   In   general,   the   rules/how   to   play   was   considered  
successful.  

せ.す   A[alﾋsis   of   the   ﾄicto‾ﾋ/gaZe   e[d  
In   the   tests   of   the   ｾnal   design,   almost   all   groups   missed   the   extra   things  
that   were   to   be   done   when   the   game   end   was   triggered.   This   might   have  
been   because   the   game   end   information   was   removed   from   the    Quick  
reference ,   but   the   list   explaining   this   probably   suｽered   from   the   same  
problem   as   the   lists   for   double   allocations:   the   important   information  
being   buried   in   too   much   extra   information.   Therefore,   the   list   showing  
what   to   do   when   triggering   the   game   end   is   not   successful.   However,  
since   the   rest   of   the    Game   end    section   had   no   issues,   it   is   successful  
overall.  

せ.せ   A[alﾋsis   of   the   solo   plaﾋ  
In   the   solo   test   of   the   dra┘,   it   was   noted   that   the   participant   had   to   ｿip  
back   and   forth   a   lot.   In   the   solo   test   of   the   ｾnal   design,   this   was   no   longer  
necessary   because   the   solo   rules   had   been   moved   to   a   separate   book.   This  
meant   that   the   participant   could   look   at   the   solo   rules   and   the   general  
rules   at   the   same   time.   However,   the   participant   still   had   some   issues   with  
realizing   what   was   diｽerent   in   solo   play.   The   change   of   moving   the   solo  
rules   to   a   separate   rulebook   had   its   desired   eｽect,   but   it   could   probably  
still   be   improved.   As   having   the   solo   rules   separate   from   the   general  
rules,   either   at   the   end   of   the   rulebook   or   in   a   separate   book,   results   in  
the   player   needing   to   look   in   two   places   simultaneously,   this   might   not  
be   the   best   choice.   Since   the   changes   are   quite   few,   it   might   be   relevant   to  
consider   presenting   the   changes   throughout   the   general   rulebook.   This  
might   annoy   those   not   playing   solo   though,   and   also   make   it   harder   to  
ｾgure   out   what   is   diｽerent   for   players   learning   to   play   solo   a┘er   already  
playing   the   game   the   regular   way.   Therefore,   it   might   be   best   to   keep   the  
separate   solo   rules,   but   also   incorporating   a   system   of,   in   the   general  
rules,   marking   rules   that   are   diｽerent   in   solo   play.   It   was   mentioned   in  
the   solo   test   of   the   ｾnal   design   that   at   least   the   missions   really   ought   to   be  
presented   in   a   separate   book,   as   the   participant   wanted   to   look   up   rules  
while   still   viewing   the   active   mission.   However,   in   a   game   not   using  
missions   for   their   solo   play,   this   might   not   be   that   important.   To  
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summarize,   moving   the   solo   rules   to   its   own   book   was   a   good   choice,   but  
the   conveyance   of   the   solo   play   is   not   yet   considered   ideal.  

せ.そ   A[alﾋsis   of   the   }uick   ‾efe‾e[ce  
In   both   the   tests   of   the   dra┘   and   of   the   ｾnal   design,   the    Quick   reference    was  
praised   by   all   but   t   groups.   In   the   dra┘   however,   there   were   a   number   of  
things   that   the   participants   thought   should   be   added   to   the    Quick  
reference .   As   these   things   were   added,   the   same   things   were   not   brought  
up   in   the   tests   of   the   ｾnal   design.   Moreover,   the   information   that   was  
removed   from   the    Quick   reference    between   the   dra┘   and   the   ｾnal   design  
was   not   mentioned   as   possible   additions   to   the    Quick   reference    in   the   tests  
of   the   ｾnal   design.   This   indicates   that   the   information   that   was   presented  
on   the    Quick   reference    was   well   chosen   in   the   ｾnal   design.   Because   the  
information   that   was   deemed   necessary   to   have   on   the    Quick   reference    was  
very   speciｾc   to   the   games   mechanics,   it   indicates   that   there   is   no   easy  
way   to   ｾgure   out   what   is   necessary   to   present   on   any   game’s   quick  
reference.   Instead,   what   to   present   on   the   quick   reference   has   to   be  
adapted   to   each   game,   and   tested   for   conｾrmation.   To   summarize,   the  
Quick   reference    in   the   ｾnal   design   is   considered   to   have   been   successful   in  
its   purpose   of   reminding   players   about   the   rules   during   play.  
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そ   9o[clusio[  
The   analysis   of   the   structure   and   overall   design   of   the   rulebook   showed  
that   it   can   be   considered   successful,   but   that   the   thematic   text   was   a   bit  
diﾀcult   to   read.   The   analysis   of   the   non-rules   showed   that   it   can   be  
considered   successful,   except   for   the   list   of    What’s   in   the   box ,   for   which  
there   was   not   enough   data.   The   objective   was   also   considered   successful  
in   the   analysis,   though   the   groups   disagreed   on   whether   the    Overview    had  
good   depth.   The   analysis   of   the   setup   showed   that   it   was   successful  
overall,   even   though   it   was   found   that   the   image   should   be   presented  
a┘er   the   setup   instructions.   The   rules/how   to   play   was,   in   general,  
considered   successful.   However,   the   layout   of    Your   turn    was   a   bit  
confusing   and   there   was   some   confusion   about   double   allocations.   The  
analysis   of   the   victory/game   end   shows   that   it   was   successful   overall,  
though   there   was   an   issue   with   groups   missing   what   was   to   be   done   when  
the   game   end   was   triggered.   The    Solo   play    was   only   considered  
moderately   successful   in   the   analysis,   because   it   was   found   kind   of   hard  
for   the   player   to   keep   track   of   what   is   diｽerent   in   the   solo   rules.   The  
Quick   reference    was   considered   successful   in   the   analysis.  

Based   on   the   analysis,   the   ｾnal   design   is   a   good   example   of   how   to   create  
a   rulebook   for   the   game   Curators   that   eｽectively   conveys   the   rules,   as  
well   as   provides   ways   to   check   up   on   rules   during   play.   However,   the  
analysis   showed   that   improvements   could   still   be   made   in   a   couple   of  
sections:   the   setup   list   should   be   presented   before   the   setup   image,   the  
layout   of    Your   turn    could   be   improved,   double   allocations   could   be  
presented   in   a   better   way,   what   happens   when   the   game   end   is   triggered  
could   be   made   clearer   and   the    Solo   play    could   be   improved   so   it   is   easier  
to   keep   track   of   what   rules   are   changed.   In   a   perfect   world,   a   rulebook  
should   go   through   as   many   iterations   of   redesign   and   testing   as   possible  
until   no   issues   remain.   In   reality,   however,   this   should   be   done   until   the  
remaining   issues   are   small   enough   not   to   merit   the   cost   of   another  
redesign.  

In   conclusion,   even   a   good   rulebook   can   usually   get   even   better.  

そ.く   Discussio[  
This   thesis’   conｾguration   is   discussed   and   critically   assessed,   both   in  
terms   of   relevance   of   sources,   method   and   design   choices,   evaluation   and  
analysis.   The   discussion   ends   with   an   assessment   of   the   study’s   relevance  
to   the   ｾeld   and   suggestions   for   future   studies.  
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そ.く.く   F‾aZe   of   ‾efe‾e[ce   discussio[  
The   frame   of   reference   was   constructed   almost   entirely   before   any   other  
part   of   the   thesis,   apart   from   the   introduction,   was   started.   Had   there  
been   more   time,   the   frame   of   reference   might   have   been   improved   by  
adding   more   theories   along   the   way,   really   making   sure   that   all   decisions  
were   supported   in   theories.   As   it   was,   most   decisions   were   supported,   but  
this   could   have   been   done   even   better,   had   there   been   an   unlimited  
amount   of   time.  

The   frame   of   reference   used   sources   both   from   books,   for   broad,   well  
known   design   theories,   and   research   articles,   for   more   speciｾc   theories  
and   information.   Since   books   are   not   as   reliable   sources   as   peer-reviewed  
articles   ｦbecause   anyone   with   money   can   publish   a   bookｧ   the   goal   was  
that   most   facts   cited   from   books   was   to   be   supported   by   at   least   a   couple  
of   books.   This   was   followed   in   most   theories,   but   multiple   sources   could  
not   be   found   for   all   theories   because   of   time   constraints.  

Only   one   theory,   with   one   source,   was   found   on   speciｾcs   about   board  
game   rulebooks.   This   was   unfortunate,   and   the   thesis   could   probably  
have   turned   out   better   with   more   theoretic   background   about   board  
game   rulebooks.   However,   as   much   time   as   could   be   spared   was   put   into  
trying   to   ｾnd   more   sources   about   this,   but   none   were   found.   Had   there  
been   more   time,   it   might   have   been   possible   to   ｾnd   something   more,   but  
it   does   seem   to   be   an   area   lacking   in   published   information.   This   in   turn  
necessitates   the   research   made   in   this   thesis.  

そ.く.け   Method   discussio[  
The   method   has   been   updated   along   the   way,   and   the   biggest   change   to  
the   method   was   made   based   on   the   results   of   the   pre-study.   Before   the  
pre-study   was   carried   out,   the   plan   was   to   make   several   separate   solutions  
of   how   to   convey   some   parts   of   the   rules,   and   evaluating   those   before  
putting   it   all   together   into   a   complete   rulebook.   However,   the   pre-study  
showed   that   the   most   important   contributor   to   what   makes   a   good  
rulebook   is   its   structure   ｦv.t.{ｧ,   meaning   the   structure   of   the   rulebook  
would   need   to   be   most   extensively   tested.   Therefore,   the   choice   was  
made   to   change   the   method   for   the   design   process,   so   one   of   the   ｾrst  
steps   was   to   make   a   complete   dra┘.  

The   pre-study   method   was   chosen   to   get   a   better   base   knowledge   about  
how   rulebooks   are   designed   and   how   players   use   rulebooks.   This   was  
necessary   because   of   the   lack   of   sources   regarding   this   found   in   the  
frame   of   reference.   The   design-process   method   was   custom   made   for  
this   thesis,   taking   into   account   what   source   material   there   was   to   work  
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with   and   what   the   purpose   of   the   thesis   was.   The   design   process   would  
probably   be   useable   in   a   similar   project,   though   the   handling   of   the  
source   material   might   have   to   be   adjusted   to   the   source   material  
available.   The   evaluation   method   through   Learn   &   Play   was   a   time  
consuming   one,   with   each   test   taking   about   two   hours,   out   of   which   one  
hour   was   play   time.   If   applying   this   method   to   a   diｽerent   game   with   a  
longer   play   time,   the   duration   would   quickly   get   out   of   hand.   However,  
this   method   ｾt   very   well   with   the   purpose   of   the   thesis,   and   helped   the  
author   ｾnd   out   a   lot   about   the   design.   The   combination   of   observation  
and   interview   made   the   results   more   reliable,   as   did   the   addition   of   the  
survey   evaluation   in   the   tests   of   the   dra┘.  

そ.く.こ   Desig[   p‾ocess   discussio[  
The   design   process   was   carried   out   according   to   the   method.   Because  
design   is   such   a   subjective   ｾeld,   and   not   all   design   decisions   can   be   based  
in   theories,   the   design   might   have   come   out   completely   diｽerent   if  
someone   else   had   conducted   this   study.   However,   that   feels   like  
something   that   cannot,   and   should   not,   be   completely   mitigated.   Each  
designer   might   bring   something   new   and   unique   to   the   design,   and   that  
should   not   be   hindered   with   too   strict   of   rules.  

One   problem   with   the   design   process   might   be   that   the   author   started  
with   the   full   dra┘   too   quickly,   without   working   on   any   typical   sketches  
beforehand.   This   had   to   be   done   to   have   time   for   both   the   dra┘   and   the  
ｾnal   design,   but   if   more   ways   of   conveying   rules   had   been   explored  
before   the   dra┘   was   constructed,   the   result   might   have   been   better.   This  
could   have   been   done   if   there   was   more   time.  

そ.く.さ   Eﾄaluatio[   &   a[alﾋsis   discussio[  
z   tests   were   conducted   of   the   dra┘   and   x   of   the   ｾnal   design.   This   was  
about   as   many   tests   as   there   was   time   for,   but   because   people   learn   in  
diｽerent   ways,   other   groups   might   have   had   additional   problems,   not  
found   in   these   tests.   Therefore   it   would   have   been   better   to   have  
conducted   even   more   tests.   However,   even   though   more   tests   would  
almost   always   be   better,   it   is   unreasonable   to   conduct   too   many   tests,  
because   of   their   duration.   One   problem   with   observational   studies,   is   that  
it   is   easy   for   the   observer   to   miss   things,   and   diｽerent   observers   might  
observe   diｽerent   things.   This   is   why   the   observations   were  
complemented   with   interviews.   However,   it   might   have   been   even   better  
if   there   were   several   observers   as   well,   to   mitigate   the   risk   of   anything  
being   missed.   Though,   this   would   make   the   tests’   durations   an   even  
bigger   problem.  
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The   low   number   of   replies   to   the   evaluation   survey   was   a   problem   that  
made   the   reliability   of   the   quantitative   data   low   enough   to   be   disregarded  
in   the   study.   It   would,   of   course,   have   been   better   if   enough   replies   were  
given   for   the   data   to   be   useful,   but   it   was   concluded   that   the   amount   of  
Learn   &   Play   tests   made   the   evaluation   satisfactory   anyway.  

Because   the   data   used   in   the   analysis   was   qualitative,   there   was   room   for  
the   author’s   own   opinions,   beliefs,   and   previous   knowledge   to   aｽect   the  
way   the   results   were   presented   and   analyzed.   This   in   turn   might   have  
aｽected   the   drawn   conclusion.   Other   than   taking   care   to   be   as   objective  
as   possible   when   presenting   and   analyzing   the   data,   which   was   aimed   at  
in   this   thesis,   there   is   no   sure   way   to   get   around   this   problem.  

そ.く.し   Releﾄa[ce  
Even   though   the   research   questions   and   their   answers   focus   on   the  
design   solution   for   a   speciｾc   board   game   rulebook,   many   of   the   lessons  
learned   can   be   generalised   to   other   rulebooks,   especially   those   for   board  
games   of   the   same   complexity   as   Curators.   Parts   of   the   results   also  
conｾrm   some   of   the   basic   principles   of   design,   making   those   results  
relevant   for   the   design   ｾeld   in   general.  

そ.く.す   Futu‾e   studies  
Since   this   thesis   was   limited   to   looking   at   one   speciｾc   rulebook,   it   would  
be   interesting   to   research   what   diｽerences   occur   when   designing   a  
rulebook   for   a   more   complex   game.   It   would   also   be   interesting   to  
examine   how   extreme   one   can   go   in   rulebook   design:   can   you   teach   the  
rules   using   only   images?   Or   using   only   comics?   One   could   also   dive  
deeper   into   one   speciｾc   part   of   the   rulebook,   like   the   setup   or  
component   list,   and   examine   how   that   part   could   be   presented   in   new  
and   interesting   ways.    
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Appe[diﾊ   く.   I[itial   Su‾ﾄeﾋ  
Here   follows   the   survey   as   it   was   distributed   to   participants.  

Note:   *   means   the   question   is   required  

Rulebooks   for   board   games  
This   survey   is   a   part   of   my   bachelors   thesis   in   graphics   design.   During  
my   thesis   I   will   be   designing   a   rulebook   for   an   upcoming   board   game.   In  
this   stage   I   am   looking   into   how   board   gamers   use   rulebooks   in   general.  

Participation   in   this   survey   is   completely   voluntary,   but   if   you   do  
participate   I   will   be   eternally   grateful   :ｧ  

How   old   are   you*  
○ Under   sx   years   old  
○ sx-tw   years   old  
○ tx-uw   years   old  
○ ux-vw   years   old  
○ vx-ww   years   old  
○ Over   ww   years   old  

What   is   your   (Identified)   gender?*  
○ Female  
○ Male  
○ Other/Would   rather   not   say  

How   o┗en   do   you   play   board   games?*  
○ Every   day  
○ A   couple   of   times   a   week  
○ Once   a   week  
○ A   couple   of   times   a   month  
○ Once   a   month  
○ Other...  

Use   of   rulebooks  

Have   you   ever   used   a   rulebook   for   the   following   purposes?   (Check   box   if   yes)*  
❏ Learning   a   new   game  
❏ Freshen   up   memory   of   rules  
❏ Looking   up   rules   during   play  
❏ Looking   up   setup   of   game  
❏ Reading   thematic   text  
❏ Teaching   a   game   to   new   players  
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❏ Other...  

How   o┗en   do   you   use   a   rulebook   for   the   following   purposes?  
The   answers   may   vary   between   diｽerent   games,   but   try   to   answer   with  
your   average.  

Learning   a   new   game*  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Never  
          Every   time   I   learn  

a   new   game  

 

Freshen   up   memories   of   rules*  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Never  
          Every   time   I   play   a  

game  

 

Looking   up   rules   during   play*  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Never  
          Every   time   I   play   a  

game  

 

Looking   up   set-up   of   game*  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Never  
          Every   time   I   play   a  

game  

 

Reading   thematic   text*  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Never  
          Every   time   I   play   a  

game  
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Teaching   a   game   to   new   players*  

  s   t   u   v   w    

 
Never  

          Every   time   I   teach  
a   game   to   new  

players  

 

Do   you   have   anything   to   add   regarding   your   use   of   rulebooks?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

Final   questions  
Here   follows   some   questions   that   you   may   answer   freely.   They   are   not  
required,   but   the   answers   will   help   me   very   much   in   my   work.  

If   you   know   of   one,   please   mention   a   rulebook   that   you   feel   is   great   and   what  
makes   it   great.  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

What   is   something   you   feel   is   generally   missing   in   some/many/all   rulebooks?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

Do   you   have   anything   else   to   add?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  
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Appe[diﾊ   け.   Test   sc‾ipt   く  
As   most   of   the   tests   were   conducted   with   Swedish   speakers,   the   script   is  
included   both   in   English   and   in   Swedish.  

The   questions   at   the   end   were   supplemented   with   other   questions   based  
on   the   observations   during   the   session.  

E[glish  
Hello   and   welcome   to   this   test.  

Would   it   be   OK   if   I   ｾlm   this   session?   The   ｾlm   will   only   be   viewed   by   me  
and   only   for   the   purpose   of   identifying   strengths   and   weaknesses   with  
the   rulebook   design.  

Have   any   of   you   played   any   version   of   this   game,   Curators,   before?  

You   will   be   given   one   rulebook   each   as   well   as   one   game   prototype   to  
share.   I   want   you   to   start   by   each   trying   to   learn   the   rules   from   the  
rulebook.   You   are   allowed   to   talk   to   each   other   while   you   do   this,   but   I  
don’t   want   just   one   of   you   to   read   the   rulebook.   You   are   also   allowed   to  
use   the   prototype   while   you   learn.   When   all   of   you   are   ready   to   start  
playing   you   are   welcome   to   do   so.   It   is   important   that   you   try   to   play  
according   to   the   rulebook.  

During   the   session   I   will   not   answer   any   questions   you   may   have.   If  
something   seems   unclear,   please   talk   to   each   other   about   it   and   try   to  
consult   the   rulebook.   If   you   are   still   unsure   you   should   agree   on   what   you  
think   the   rulebook   tries   to   say   and   play   accordingly.  

A┘er   the   session   I   will   ask   you   some   questions   about   your   experience.  

[Session]  

How   was   your   experience   with   the   rulebook?  

How   did   it   feel   to   learn   the   game?  

How   did   it   feel   to   look   up   rules   during   play?  

Was   something   in   the   rulebook   particularly   diﾀcult   to   grasp/understand?  

Was   something   especially   well   laid   out?  

Do   you   have   any   improvement   suggestions?  
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Sﾅedish  
Hej   och   v5lkomna   till   det   h5r   testet.  

Är   det   OK   om   jag   ｾlmar   den   h5r   sessionen?   Filmen   kommer   bara   visas   av  
mig   och   endast   i   sy┘e   att   identiｾera   styrkor   och   svagheter   med  
regelboksdesignen.  

Har   någon   av   er   spelat   någon   version   av   det   h5r   spelet,   Curators,   tidigare?  

Ni   kommer   få   en   regelbok   var   samt   en   spelprototyp   att   dela   på.   Jag   vill  
att   ni   börjar   med   att   var   och   en   försöker   l5ra   sig   spelet   från   regelboken.  
Ni   får   prata   med   varandra   under   tiden,   men   jag   vill   inte   att   bara   en   av   er  
l5ser   regelboken.   Ni   får   också   anv5nda   prototypen   medan   ni   l5r   er.   N5r   ni  
alla   5r   redo   att   börja   spela   5r   det   bara   att   göra   det.   Det   5r   viktigt   att   ni  
försöker   spela   enligt   regelboken.  

Under   sessionen   kommer   jag   inte   svara   på   några   frågor   från   er.   Om  
något   5r   oklart,   prata   med   varandra   om   det   och   kolla   i   regelboken.   Om  
det   fortfarande   5r   oklart   bör   ni   komma   överens   om   vad   ni   tror   att  
regelboken   försöker   förmedla   och   spela   e┘er   det.  

E┘er   sessionen   kommer   jag   st5lla   några   frågor   om   er   upplevelse   av  
regelboken.  

[Session]  

Hur   upplevde   ni   regelboken?  

Hur   k5ndes   det   att   l5ra   er   spelet?  

Hur   k5ndes   det   att   kolla   upp   regler   under   spelets   gång?  

Vår   något   i   regelboken   extra   svårt   att   greppa/förstå?  

Var   något   extra   v5l   upplagt?  

Har   ni   några   förb5ttringsförslag?  
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Appe[diﾊ   こ.   Eﾄaluatio[   Su‾ﾄeﾋ  
Here   follows   the   survey   as   it   was   distributed   to   participants.  

Note:   *   means   the   question   is   required  

Curators   rulebook  
I'm   creating   the   rulebook   for   the   coming   board   game   Curators,   by  
worldshapers,   as   my   bachelor   thesis.   I   have   now   ｾnished   the   ｾrst   dra┘   of  
the   rulebook   and   would   love   your   feedback   on   the   how   well   it   conveys  
the   rules.  

Follow   the   link   below   and   you   will   ｾnd   pictures   of   the   full   rulebook.  
Please   look   through   it   before   answering   the   questions,   and   feel   free   to   go  
back   and   check   things   while   answering.   I   would   recommend  
downloading   the   PDF   to   get   a   better   viewing   experience,   or   at   least   zoom  
in   to   be   able   to   read   properly.  

[link]  

Please   note   that   the   artwork   is   just   in   the   prototype   stage   and   thus   not  
ｾnal.   Also   note   that   I   am   NOT   in   charge   of   the   text,   and   thus   that   should  
not   be   the   focus   of   your   answers.   Try   instead   to   focus   on   the   design,  
placement   and   order   of   elements   and   such.  

Thanks   in   advance!  

How   old   are   you*  
○ Under   sx   years   old  
○ sx-tw   years   old  
○ tx-uw   years   old  
○ ux-vw   years   old  
○ vx-ww   years   old  
○ Over   ww   years   old  

What   is   your   (Identified)   gender?*  
○ Female  
○ Male  
○ Other/Would   rather   not   say  

How   o┗en   do   you   play   board   games?*  
○ Every   day  
○ A   couple   of   times   a   week  
○ Once   a   week  
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○ A   couple   of   times   a   month  
○ Once   a   month  
○ A   couple   of   times   a   year  
○ Once   a   year  
○ Less   than   once   a   year  

Have   you   played   the   board   game   Curators?*  
○ Yes  
○ No  

How   good   did   you   find   the   rulebook   overall?*  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Very   bad  
          Very   good  

 

Comments   about   the   rulebook   overall?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

How   good   did   you   find   the   structure?*  
In   terms   of   the   order   information   was   presented   etc.  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Very   bad  
          Very   good  

 

Comments   about   the   structure?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

How   good   did   you   find   the   component   guide?*  
Page   t-u  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Very   bad  
          Very   good  
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Comments   about   the   component   guide?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

How   good   did   you   find   the   setup   spread?*  
Page   v-w  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Very   bad  
          Very   good  

 

Comments   about   the   setup   spread?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

How   good   did   you   find   the   pages   about   your   turn   and   employee   actions?*  
Page   x-9  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Very   bad  
          Very   good  

 

Comments   about   the   pages   about   your   turn   and   employee   actions?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

How   good   did   you   find   the   section   about   completing   contracts?*  
Page   9  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Very   bad  
          Very   good  

 

Comments   about   the   section   about   completing   contracts?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  
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How   good   did   you   find   the   game   end   section?*  
Page   sr  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Very   bad  
          Very   good  

 

Comments   about   the   game   end   section?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

How   good   did   you   find   the   pages   about   solo   play?*  
Page   9  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Very   bad  
          Very   good  

 

Comments   about   the   pages   about   solo   play?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

How   good   did   you   find   the   quick   reference?*  
Back   of   the   rulebook  

  s   t   u   v   w    

Very   bad  
          Very   good  

 

Comments   about   the   quick   reference?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

Was   there   something   you   felt   was   unclear   in   the   rulebook?  
If   so,   please   state   what   and   why  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  
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Was   there   something   you   felt   was   especially   good   in   the   rulebook?  
If   so,   please   state   what   and   why  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

Do   you   have   any   improvement   suggestions?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….    
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Appe[diﾊ   さ.   O‾igi[al   ‾ule   docuZe[t,   coZZe[ted  
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Appe[diﾊ   し.   D‾aft  
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Appe[diﾊ   す.   Fi[al   desig[  
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Solo   ‾ulebook  
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